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Celebrities Are Coming For SCIX's Confab
Cosby And Poitier
To Attend Banquet

NAACP Boycott Ends; Shoeless Kids
Will Benefit
Stores Hire Blacks
From This Sale

Following more than two were put out of work.
weeks of picketing in the As a result of the agreeBellevue-McLemore
Shopping ments, which will be checked
With the school season rapidCenter, the Memphis branch of for good faith compliance, Dr. ly approaching, members
of
the NAACP agreed to call off Smith reported: "The Mem- the Health and Welfare Society
picketing of the 25 buisnesses. phis branch NAACP therefore of the Alcy Seventh Day
AdDr. Vasco A. Smith, chair- announces that because of the ventist Church are busily
proman of the Ghetto Develop- above commitments, from mer- moting their project to
supply
ment Committee, said Negro chants in the Bellevue-Mc- shoes for underprivileged boys
employment has risen from Lemore Shopping Center Com- and girls in the community.
45 to 90 per cent, and with the plex and the approximate 100
Mrs. McCann L.
Reid,
exception
of
three
firms, per cent increase in black
chairman of the project, anothers have agreed to employ employment in this area, the
nounced this week that the
Negro manager-trainees, who picketing of and economic
"White Elephant Sale" to be
will become managers after withdrawal from
merchants held in
the lower level of the
a reasonable training period. who have complied with our
church on Monday and TuesFirms which did not comply requests is now lifted."
day, Aug. 19 20, is creating
with the NAACP demands are
The
ghetto
development
considerable interest, and peothe Union
Planters Bank Committee, he added, is pres- ple
are already calling in for
branch Avco Finance Company ently surveying Montesi Supitems of various descriptions to
ermarket, Sears Roebuck, the
and Wigs by Geri.
be picked up.
Park-Hollywood
ShipThe
Bellevue - McLemore Hyde
Among those donated so far,
Shopping Center was the first ping Center and the Lamar-Airshe said, are a slightly used
shopping center in a Negro ways Shopping Center to deelectric range, a naugahyde
the
quantity
community to become
an termine
and sofa,
end tables, drapery maNAACP target. The project quality of Negro employment in terial,
and many others.
started on July 11, and the those areas.
The doors of the lower level
direct action phase began on "The results of these sur- of the
church will open at
veys will determine which of
July 26.
8:30 each day for the sale.
Direct action included pic- these areas will be the next Patrons
should come early
keting and economic withdraw- target of our program de- for the best
buys.
use
build
power
signed
and
to
a
Business
brought
to
was
al.
standstill at four stores in the in the ghetto through employ-1
area, and some 30 persons ment," he explained.

11/

When
Dr. Ralph
David the rich in the educational,
Abernathy, President of the economical, political and miliSouthern Christian Leadership tary arena of this country's
Conference gives his State of institutions and the damaging
the Union Address Friday 8 effects these institutions have
p.m., he will conclude that his on the poor's island of poverpredecessor, Dr. Martin Luther ty—"the 51st state of hunger".
King, Jr., would be very proud amidst a
vast
ocean
of
of the racial equality Memphis plenty.
depicted in buying tickets for
Dr. Abernathy's keynote adthe banquet where Mrs. Coretta dress will bring
together the
Scott King, wife of the slain workshop ideas and release a
leader will speak.
a
new platform of protest,
A welfare mother might fresh strategy of conviction
phynext
to
a
sit
likely
,very
and an organizational commitsician, a Sanitation worker by ment
to establish "New Life
a teacher, whites by blacks, For Poor People", as he moves
and the poor by the rich at into the third phase of the
this dinner Thursday August Poor People's Campaign.
15, 8 p.m., at Club Paradise,
National staff emmbers of
645 E. Georgia Avenue.
All will be there as a testi- SCLC who are an advance
monial to Dr. King's dream of guard sent in to work with the
SCLC PLANNERS — GoMemphis area
and
in
ing with the project and one America for all races, local committee have been
ing over the agenda for
charge of the warehouse
heartened by the cross section
"Barracuda" person al all people, all classes.
the
Eleventh
National
where clothing, furniture,
Ralph Dr. King will be posthumously response they have been rebodyguard of Dr.
Southern Christian Leaderand goods are being stored
Presi- awarded the Rosa
Parks ceiving from Memphians.
David Abernathy,
ship Convention are Miss
Matthews,
Mrs. Claudette
before .being transferred to
dent of the Southern Chris- Award. Mrs. Parks is called
Fay Porche, Program DiMarks, Mississippi; David
Confer- the "Mother of the Movement" who is in charge of communitian Leadership
rector of SCLC for
the
Rubin, a Memphian workence.
and it was she who refused to cations where ever there are
give up her seat on a public affiliates of SCLC says whites
bus to a white passenger and and blacks have been calling
started the Montgomery Move- headquarters offering housing
ment which captapulted the and transportation for the exNobel Peace Prize Winner, pected one thousand delegates.
Dr. King to international fame. The Rev. B. J. Johnson, Field
Bill Cosby of the television Secretary of Maryland who is
"I Spy" series will be toast- , in charge of transportation and
master at the dinner sponsored the Rev. Albert Richard Sampby the Southern Christian Lea- son, liaison officer for the condership Conference which Dr. vention say tickets sales are
A 26-year-old Arkansas labo- end of Old Mitchell rd. by four 1 The Shelby County HomiKing founded. Robert Culp going smoothly; however they
rer, Willie Penelton of Edmond- fishermen on Wednesday, Aug. cide Division of the Sheriff's
also of the television series can still be obtained at the
Dr. Andrew P. Torrence, Arthur W. Danner, director
son, Ark., was charged with 7, at 10 a.m.
office estimated that Mr. Miller and actor Sidney Poitier will convention headquarters.
murder
in the death of a 28had been dead for at least also be among the celebrities Rev. Samuel
vice president of Tuskegee of finance.
Kyles,
B.
The Oil, Chemical and Atom- year-old
Memphis school teatwo days when his body was attending the six-dollar-a-plate Pastor of Monumental Baptist
Institute, has been named Dr. Torrence earned the ic Workers Union, Local 3-770
cher in General Sessions Court
accidentally
located.
Death banquet. Aretha Franklin who Church is Convener of SCLC
president of Tennessee A&I master of science degree from have entered the seventh week on Monday and ordered held
was caused by blows to the is "Lady Soul" will sing. Con- for Memphis and co-chairman
of
their
strike
with
Humko
the
University
of
Wisconsin in
without bond by Judge Charles
I head.
University in Nashville by the
gressman John Conyers of of the convention along with
1951 and his Ph.D. degree there Products Chemical Dept.
Nearns.
In court on Monday, Atty, Michigan and Mayor Andrew the Rev. Ben L. Hooks.
State Board of Education.
in 1954. He joined the Tuske- According to A. J. M. Shel- Penelton was arrested in EdBurch did not have Penelton Hatcher of Gary will also at- Rev. Hooks, a member of
testify, but requested a low tend.
Dr. Torrence, 47, a native gee Institute faculty in 1954 ton, local president, approxi- mondson over the weekend,
the Board of Directors of SCLC
as associate professor and mately 90 percent of the 135 while driving the automobile
bond for him. He added that The convention will be basic- is also Judge of Shelby County
of Little Rock, Ark., succeeds head of the Department of employees are
participating in of the victim, Woodrow Miller,
the slaying was in self-defense. ally one of information that Criminal Court Division IV.
Dr. Walter S. Davis,
who Agricultural Education.
the strike.
Jr., of 166 Golf Club Circle,
He did not elaborate.
will open up how poor people The Harold A. Middlebrook is
asked for retirement following
Mr. S h elton
and
Jan Lakeview Gardens. The car
Penelton said he had lived are used and manipulated by Coordinator of the convention.
a leave of absence granted on In 1962, he became professor Vaughan, a
member of the was a 1968 Pontiac Tempest.
in Memphis on Manassas st.,
Jan. 31 on account of illness. I and dean of academic affairs, negotiating team
issued the Ushered into court wearing
that he was married and the
following greviances against
Like Dr. Davis, the third
father of a child, and was
'handcuffs and only socks on
the management of Humko
president of Tennessee State
formerly employed by Sealtest
his feet, the defendant was
Products: change in manageis a graduate of the university.
Dairy. He was not employed
represented by Atty. Charles
ments rights; dues check-off,
He finished in 1948 and was the
at the time of his arrest.
Burch.
no seniority; an out-of-work
recipient of the Alumni Citation
1
In response to the request
Mr. Miller was last seen byd
contract.
of 1962. He will assume his
for low bond, Judge Nearns
Mr. Vaughan said, "Money is members of his family on Sunduties as president on Sept. 1.
said the fact that Penelton
day, August 4. His body was
Dr. Davis has completed 25
See Page 2
The Memphis chapter of those nominated survive the
discovered on the west dead
See Page 2
WOODROW MILLER JR.
h a s rigid
preliminary
screening
J.U.G.s., Incorporated
years as president of the unibeen cited by the Lane Bry- performed by a panel of the
versity at his retirement. Since
Long
Island
ant Volunteer Awards in com- faculty from
last January, the business
become
petition for 1968 and has re- University, to
so
of the school has been handceived a citation in recognition designated," he said.
led by an Interim Administrative Committee which inof outstanding community serv- Nationally, the activities of
the citationists reflect a growcluded Dr. Granville Sawyer,
ice performed in 1967.
who is now president of Texas
The citation is a commen- ing concern on the part of
Southern University, but now
dation of the organization's the American public for the
includes Dr. William N. Jackoutstanding achievement, and well being of its youth. Nearson, dean of the faculty, and
means that it is being active- ly 30 per cent of those cited
ly considered for one of the are doing voluntary work in
two awards of $5,000 given an- education and other areas esnually to encourage volunteer sential to youth development.
Oa*81114a:
Race relations and poverty
work designed to benefit the
DR. A. P. TORRENCE
44.v7
American community.
are also high on the list of the
40401111.00/1
,
i :rd; • •
One award is made to an,American volunteer's priorir•Ne
individual, and one to a ties. Other general categories
and in 1967 was appointed vice
include
civic
group.
and/or compresident for Academic Af1411attai
"To achieve the status of munity services, community
fairs. He began his professioncitationist is in itself an hon- betterment, work
with the
al career as a high school
or," Jerome E. Klein, director aged, mental and physical
Me*11111$0
vocational agriculture teacher.
ISM
A 32-year-old man was shot
of the Awards Committee point- health.
to death by his drinking part- On leave from Tuskegee, Dr.
Final selection
ed out.
for
the
"Fewer than 20 per cent of
ner last Thursday, and a 23- Torrence was research asSee Page 2
sociate
Center
in
for
the
the
year-old woman stabbed her
boy friend to death on Sunday Study of Liberal Education
night to bring the 1968 homi- for Adults, Chicago, 1959-60; in
cide total up to 52, which is 12 the summer of 1962, he was
more than for last year this visiting professor at the Unitime. And 1968 was a record versity of Wisconsin for Rural
and Adult Education. Dr. Toryear.
rence was in the U.S. Army
Shotgunned to death Albert 1942-46 as a warrant officer.
Hardiman of 442 Linden, Apt
An intensive drive to obtainl foster home may need to stay
A member of Phi Delta
10.
foster homes for children be-I only a few months, or for
Kappa, the Adult Education
tween the ages of six throughi longer periods of time, but the
Held in lieu of $10,000 bondl Association of the USA, and
12 has been launched by the; placements cannot be permawas Willis "Black Cat" Brown,! the Rural Education DepartChildren's Bureau of 1336 nent.
a longtime friend of the victim. ment of the National Education
Madison, according to Miss Children's
The slaying occurred in Brown' Association, he is author of
B u reau
social
apartment at 428 Linden, Apt. many articles published in proDorothy Fitzwater.
workers work with the chil4. The two men had been fessional journals.
According to Miss Fitzwater, dren and help guide the foster
drinking together, and the
the child care agency is bay- parents through their roles.
shooting followed an argument He is married to the foring difficulty finding enough
Persons
who
think
they
mer Miss Marian Salters of
foster homes, even though it would like to be foster parents
The victim in the Sunday Spartanburg, S.C., also
a
pays all maintenance for the should call, Children's Bureau
night murder was Cleophus graduate of Tennessee State,
youngsters placed.
at 272-9655.
Thomas, 23, of 2180 Howell St. who has a master's degree
She says the children in- The agency is a member of
He was stabbed to death on from the University of WisPLANNING
EXTRAV Anub Rooewond on Sunday.
are Joy Miller, Deborah
SRL On back row, from
volved usually have specialized Shelby United Neighbors, lithe corner of Howell and Spring consin and is a public school
GAN7A—Alpha
Upsilon
August 29, from 10 to 2,
Burson and Loretta Artry.
left, are Qaodetie Doss- emotional requirements, but censed as a child care agendale, and police have charged teacher at Tuskegee.
Chapter of ;Delta Sigma
and tickets may be pur
On second row, same orlass. Calodette name, Gin- that foster parents do not cy and institution
by the State
Miss Shirley Mae Wright, 23, The Torrences are the par- Theta Sorerfty, Inc.,
is
chased from any member.
der, are Elsie Clark, Ladys Harvey. Barbara Par- *have to be specially trained of Tennessee and accredited
by
of 2238 Howell, Apt. 1, with the ents of two children. Kenneth, sponsoring an "Afro-Ame.
On front row, from left.
metra Kelly and Evelyn
tee and Elaine McGowan. to be able to serve.
the Child Welfare League of
murder.
112; and Andrea, two.
riots
Extravaganza" at
Children placed in such a America.

Humko Workers
New President Named
Begin Seventh
At Tirthessee State
Week Of Strike

A

Arkansan Arrested As Suspect
In Slaying; Had Teacher's Car

Lane Bryant Cites
JUGs For Service

MUM

Friend Gunned
Down; Woman
Knifes Victim

Foster Homes Sought
By Children's Bureau

9
6
8
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AIATFANOOGA MEET—
The gnth annual communication of Excelsior Grand
Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star, Prince Hall Afof
filiation, Jurisdiction

Tennessee, convened August 5 at the New Zion Baptist Church in Chattanooga.
From left are Mrs. Rosa
I. Goodwin, grand treasurer; Mrs. Bernice Kennedy,

South Carolina Girl
Is Memphian's Bride

grand associate
conductress; Mrs. Elizabeth Russell, grand conductress;
Mrs. Bernice Pendergrass,
grand secretary; Clarence
E. Isabel, Sr., grand as-

sociate patron; Mrs. Etta
Mae Selmon, grand associate matron; J E. McKenney, grand patron, and
Mrs. Lula McCoy, grand
matron.

PLANNING CONFERNCE
—National Staff Members
of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference are

shown meeting with the local affiliate planning the
Eleventh National SCLC
Convention which will con-

vene here Wednesday August 14-17 at the CME Headquarters, 531 South ParkConvention
East
way,

Suspect

theme is "New Life For
Poor People". Dr. Ralph
David Abernathy is President of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.

Workers

Continued From Page 1

Continued From Page 1

lived out of state was not a
not the issue. When a man is
fired he has no recourse."
point which made him a fit
"The local union 3-770 is alsubject for release on bond,
Miss Mary Elizabeth Norris, honor. Little Miss Charlene and decided that if any bond
The U.S. Equal Employ- most 60 percent Negro," said
goddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norris was flower firl.
and
ment Opportunity Commission Mr. Shelton. Shelton
was to be set, it would be
Charles Norris, of Greenville, Mr. Gatling of Memphis was done by a Criminal Court
this week announced publica- Vaughan accused the two daily
S. C., became the bride of Wil- best man to the groom. Ushers Judge.
tion of "The Legislative His- newspapers of being "antiliam Troy King on June 5 at were James Kilgore and James
of Titles VII and XI" of union" for failing to "even so
tory
ed by leadership and legisla- the changes wrought
by
the S t. Anthony Catholic Sullivan, both of Greenville. Mr. Miller was a graduate of By CHARLES F. JUSTICE
Rights Act of 1964 much as mention the fact that
Civil
the
tion.
Booker T. Washington High
Operation Bootstrap could be which is on sale by the Super- we were on strike".
Church of Greenville.
Following the ceremony, a School and LeMoyne College, SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico —I "For 300 years we sat and
Mr. King is the son of Mr. reception was given at the where he received his degree (UPI) — If the people of Au:
duplicated on the mainland— intendent of Documents, U. S. The local president said that
and Mrs. Willie King of Mem- home of the bride's parents. with the class of 1964. At palachia and Harlem stood up waited for government to do when people want them badly Government Printing Office, according to the present consomething," Labadie told Unitract some of the employees
Washington, D. C. 20402.
phis.
Assisting in the serving were nights and during his summer today and announced plans' to
ted
Press
International.
"Nothgiven
the
can't have a coffee or lunch
enough
and
are
contains
blication
p
u
The
The bride is a graduate of Mrs. Ruby Jones, Mrs. Nellie vacation, he worked for a local turn their blighted areas into ing was one, so we i i ourCongressional reports break.
of
texts
economic
them,
and
Chatman
zones
of
chance
to
work
for
Wright,
Miss
Glenda
dynamic
Columbia,
Allen University,
house-cleaning firm.
selves.
debates, and historical and
S. C., and is presently pursu- and Miss Bobbie Sue Pepper. Funeral services were held progress they would encounwhen local, state and federal and
legislative background of Titles
ing studies toward a master's
Mrs. Bernice Williams was for the victim on last Saturday ter at the very least polite What Bootstrap did speci- tax legislation can be enacted
VII and XI.
ficially was to lure industry as business inducements.
degree in sociology at Atlanta hostess and Miss Cheretta afternoon at Pentecostal Tem- skepticism.
EEOC was established under
to the island with such incenUniversity in Atlanta.
Sayles was souvenir girl.
such
skepThere
was
just
ple Church of God in Christ,
"If the people in Appalachia
Rights
Mr. King is a graduate of The couple will live in At- where he had been a member ticism about 25 years ago tive as tax write-offs, worker ; and Detroit are sitting waiting Title VII of the Civil
embans
which
1964
of
Act
training,
cheap
land,
equipDillard University, New Or- lanta, then more to Pitts- since 1953. Bishop
J. 0. when Puerto Rico—then all ment
solve
their
someone
to
for
based
discrimination
ployment
depreciation and other
leans, La., and is studying burgh in the fall where Mr. Patterson, Sr. gave the eulogy. but overcome by a miasma of
problems, they're going to sit on race, color, religion, sex or
for a master's degree in sociol- King has been granted a felunemployment, slums, inducements. Backed by spe- there for quite a while," he
poverty,
was
the
son
of
Mr.
Miller
national origin. Title XI concial
legislation,
Labadies
bank
ogy at Atlanta University.
lowship to study for his docapathy and despair—launched
said. "They must be part of tains miscellaneous provisions
Miss Louvenia Thomason of torate in sociology at the Uni- Mrs. Mable Miller and the "Operation Bootstrap," a gov- and others made loans to strugthe picture. The people must for administration of the Act,
late Rev. Woodrow Miller, Sr.,
gling enterprise.
Greenville was the maid of versity of Pittsburgh.
and the husband of the for- ernment-directed self-help pro- At first, Labadie recalled, respond."
including provisions for jury
mer Miss MaryLou Wooley, gram some island leaders be- the going was far from
trial and penalties for the acAn
example
this
response
a techinician at a local hos- lieved could be applied suc- smooth.
is bootstrap's self-help housing cused in criminal cases arising
pital. He is also survived by cessfully, with variations, to To the hoots of Bootstrap's program.
under various titles of the
poverty
problems
on
the
two small children, two sisters
critics,
the
government
built,
SEE
Under
the
project, up to act.
mainland.
and three brothers.
The publication may be purfurnished and staffed a luxury 500 families at a time are givTOMMY GRANT
Active pallbearers for the Of course, Puerto Rico today hotel and then set about find- en plots of land, building ma- chased under catalog number
and terials and technical supervi- Y3. EQ2: 2C 49/2 at $2.50 per
funeral were members of the has many of the same slums ing someone to lease
1964 class of LeMoyne College. and other problems it faced operate it.
sion. Then they band toge- copy.
Interment was in New Park when bootstrap began. But "They called it Puerto Rico's1 ther in new communities and
Cemetery. Southern Funeral! strides have been made, and most comfortable jail or most help each other construct their
Home was in charge of ar- the figures speak for them- luxurious hospital or greatest homes.
selves:
monument to dreams and inefrangements.
COMPLETES BASIC—Airman
With an economy based al- ficiency," recalled Labadie. The houses— reinforced con- Dear Editor:
Currie
C. Wright, son of Mr.
most entirely on agriculture,"We had to turn on all t h e crete structures of four rooms
McCarthy doesn't yell, but and Mrs_ Willie Wright of 1365
each—cost
between
$450
and
work for most islanders in the lights sometimes to make peohe tell it like it is. Everybody's Elliston, Memphis, has comearly 1940s was seasonal and ple think we had guests stay- $575, and the family head got to right to live.
pleted basic training at Lackwages were abysmally low— ing there when the rooms were pays off his "mortgage" in Everybody's got a right to land AFB, Tex., and is assignContinued From Page 1
I
small
monthly
_installments
per capita income was $121 a empty."
the stuff that makes a living ed to the Air Force Technical
awards will be made by a year. In addition, average life But an operator finally was over a 10-year period.
good. But Vietnam is where it Training Center at Keesler
distinguished panel off five expectancy was only 46 years found—an obscure Texas hotel With the bulk of the popu- is all at right now.
AFB, Miss., for schooling as
judges. They are William F. and the literacy rate was 68.5 chain that agreed to lease the lation employed and housed, Instead of gabbing about a personnel specialist. A gradBuckley, Jr., editor of the Na- per cent.
hotel as its first overseas ven- the standard of living on the "coonskins on the wall," the uate of Hamilton High
tional Review; Robert F.
ture.
island has risen corresponding- next Presidential Administra- School, he attended Tennessee
With the aid of Bootstrap,
Goheen, president, Princeton per
Today that chain has three ly, and new social reforms tion must bring our boys and State and Memphis State Unicapita
income
today
is
University; Daniel K. Inouye,
$1,000 life expectancy 70 years other hotels on the island have concentrated on other the public's green home and versities.
United States Senator, Hawaii; and literacy
where it got its start and some aspects of the anti-poverty put them to work building a
86 per cent.
Mrs. Katie Louchheim, deputy Also,
two score elsewhere around drive: education, community new America. That's what
PATRONIZE
Puerto
Rico's
gross
assistant Secretary of State
Foi Your Transportation Needs
the
McCarthy
is
saying.
globe.
Its
name
is
Hilton
development
and
cultural
selfTRI-STATE
national
DEFENDER
product has jumped
for Educational and Cultural nearly
JAMES P. SEWELL
Another firm respect.
1,000 per cent — from International.
NOTE:
ADVERTISING
M.
Affairs, and Whitney
NEW
HEAVEN,
CONN.
starting
its
overseas operation
$304 million in 1940 to almost
Young, Jr., executive director, $3.04
on the island was International One project, the community
TOMMY GRANTwishes to express his
billion
today.
Agricultural
education program, trains uNational Urban League.
gppreciation and thstail to his many
income has risen from $71 mil- Telephone & Telegraph.
A
major key to Puerto Rico's lected residents of the Urban
Tee awards will be presented lion to $184 million, manucustomers and invites them to come
ghettos and rural belts in the
on Dec. 5, 1968, at the Shore- facturing income from $27 success in attracting industry
out and LOOK at the following offers:
principles
of community selflies
in
its
tax-free
status
as a
ham Hotel in Washington, D.C., million to $612 million.
help, then sends them back
at a luncheon given in honor The credit, according to commonwealth—a privilege not
presently available to the de- home.
of the winners.
Juan Labadie
urite, presipressed areas of the U.S. main- Some 1,000 students, social
Mrs. Hester Miller is presi- dent of the government develop- land.
Nor is the island torn workers and officials from all
dent of he local chapter of ment bank for Puerto Rico, by the
racial tensions at the over the world came to Puerto
goes to "internal drive," backJ.U.G.s.. Inc.
root of much stateside pover- Rico last year to study the
— SAYINGS—
Vresults of Operation BootBut Labadie said he believed strap. Some were Americans.

Letter To Editor

NEW
1968 Chevrolets All Makes Impala
Coupes, Sedans, Station Wagons.
USED
1968 Demorstrators
10 MUST GO
— MORE SAVINGS —
USED
100 Assorted Used Cars To Go
— CHEAPIES —
TRUCKS
NEW and USED
Including The El Camino Offered
At tremendous Savings

CREDIT APPROVED BY PHONE BANK FINANCING

huo DAISV1

NOW SHOWING!!

WHEN A GIRL LIKE LULA GETS
WITH A MAN LIKE CLAY—SHE
CAN LOVE HIM... OR KILL HIM—
OR
MAYBE
BOTH!
no nano'ROMM
Ozganization Presents

SHIRLEY KNIGHT
AL FREEMAN, JR.

OPENCURB24SERVICE
HOURS DUTCHMAN
10:00 A.M. UNTIL 1:00 A.M.
1611 So. THIRD ST.
lbe wgency and tonson of the Award *ring play by le Roi Jones is NOW ON lika!
NO ONE UNDE11111(EARS OF AGE WILL DE ADMITTED.

VIE 1AMAR
32436J1

Or

ip

A CAW flhSWI FATIAMIKII LTD IANIKATA OM •PIM Si 010ronoll

Plus-

YUL BRYNNER "THE DOUBLE MAN"

Addmission $1.00 THIS PROGRAM ONLY!

W All IS MOOR 100% 01.1140f0 SCOTCH
IMPORTRO By NI BOSTON
DISTILLER INC.. !ROSTON. MASS.
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TSU Graduate
Ural Adams, Jr., Wins
Is Newscaster An Army Commission
For W1AC Radio

COLLEGE SENIORS are
getting acquainted with
some of the challenges of
the business world in an
accelerated
m a nagement
training course at the F.
W. Woolworth company.
Examining stor e layout

plans, from left, are Guy
Rawlings, a senior at Morgan State College, Baltimore; Aubrey C. Lewis,
personnel r e presentative,
and P. F. Fitch, Northeast
ern regional management
training director, both of

Woolworth, and Steven W.
Collins of Morehouse College, Atlanta. The two college students are among
30 working with retailers
participating in the summer
intern program.

Ural B. Adams, Jr., a former Melrose High School honor student, has been commissioned a second lieutenant in
NASHVILLE — Don White- the United States Army folhead, Tennessee State Univer- lowing his graduation from
sity graduate, is the newly Howard University in Washington, D. C.
named night news correspondYoung Mr. Adams attended
ent and public relations liaiHoward University on a schoson for WLAC Radio here.
larship from Dixiemart.
Very active in the Reserve
The popular 50,000 watt station is owned and operated Officer Training Corps, he
by the Life and Casualty In- became a regular member
surance Company with home of the George F. Welch Memoffices in the Tennessee capi- orial Honor Guard, the Army's
tol.
trick drill team, his first
semester at Howard. The team
broadcasts
Mr. Whitehead
placed first for two years at
WLAC's 8:00, 9:00 and 10:00
the World's Fair competition.
p.m. and the midnight news
He received the Army ROTC
during the "blues radio" hours,
when the station carries rhy- Award, the Distinguished MiliURAL ADAMS, Jr.
thm and blues programming to tary Student Award, the Captain William R. Spencer Tro- is presently employed with the
17 states.
phy, and was a member of Washington, D. C. law firm of
A native of Richmond, Ind., the National Society
of Scab- Arnold and Porter, formerly
he is now a candidate for a bard and
Blade, the Honor the Arnold, Fortas and Porter
master degree in drama at Society
for advanced ROTC law firm.
Tennessee State where he also cadets
who possess outstandLieut. Adams is married to
earned his backelor's degree ing
scholarship and qualities the
Beverly
Miss
former
in speech and drama.
of leadership, loyalty and fel- Whyms of Florida, a student
entering tennessee lowship.
Before
in the medical department at
He completed his under- Howard University.
State and after military service, Mr. Whitehead taught graduate work with a degree The young officer is the son
dramatics at the Townsend in political science, and has of Mrs. Elma L. Rowland of
Community
Center
his been accepted in the Howard 5877 Myers rd. and Ural B.
in
hometown.
University School of Law. He Adams, Sr., of 1651 Ball rd.

New Bethel's
-Youth-Tanning
For Annual Day

Circle Plans
Friends Day

2 lbs.'

1

MORRELL'S
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ENDS & PIECES
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box

4 lb

aftia ...a 001
los upvvon soft

400

vie

44

WHITE HOUSE

'EVAPORATED \
MILK
13 oz. cal

6n105\
RED RIPE

WATERMELON

V

I

large
each
aroomm,

40u.s.
i
S
\
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RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
. For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

58'k
BEEF ROAST 89q
10

TAILORS

Lb.bag

First5 Ribs lb

INC.

248 Vance Ave.

13

ib.694

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

B H

SAUSAGE

/

Among the seven tutors were
two of the graduating Upward
Bound students, Miss Frankie Harris and Miss Fannie
Woods. Others were Miss Thelma Crivens, Miss Anita E.
Curry, Miss Joy L. Miller,
Juanita Turner, mathematics;!Mrs. Mae Byas Saunders and
Joseph Carr and Joel Turetzky,!Miss Jonee Levy.
Secretary for the Upward
social studies; Joseph Smith Bound office is Mrs. Louise
Griffin, art; Polk.
Howard
and
Mrs. Johnson said routine
John Whittaker, music; Miss
Roberta M. Ratcliffe, modern follow-up studies will be made
dance, and Jerry C. Johnson of the Upward Bound students
Sr. recreational activities.
entering college in the fall.

CUSTOM

%I*

die COUNTRY TREAT

College Students Take Upward Bound Program Pays Off;
Courses In Retailing
36 Students Will Enter College

NEW YORK, July — College'ing in the program, said the
seniors are getting an inside; men taking advantage of this The G o vernment-sponsored the regular school season on
opportunity will return to their Upward Bound program for Saturdays. Participating stulook at the operations of nacampuses "with a clearer pic high school students at Le- dents receive their
books,
tional retail merchandisers as, ture of the retailing field, and
Moyne-Owen College is pay- meals, travel and a weekly
part of an organized effort to hopefully with become walk- ing off. Thirty-six of the young- stipend.
close the "credibility gap" ing, talking spokesmen to in- sters enrolled in the yearFaculty-staff and students
between business and college terest other potential colleges round project will enter college
graduates in careers in retail- in the fall. This is an acheive- are integrated.
students.
The summer Upward Bound
ing."
ment because many of these students
were exposed to art,
Thirty students from NeTwo of the students— Stev- young people thought college m,
modern dance and
gro colleges around the countheir
reach
of
out
before Up- swimming. They also took field
en W. Collins a senior at
try are participating as "inMorehouse College in Atlanta, ward Bound became a part of trips to places of interest in
terns" in a concentrated proGa., and Guy Rawlings, a se- their lives.
Memphis and nearby cities
gram sponsored by the Connior at Morgan State College Sponsored by the Office of Classroom
a c t ivity, which
sumer Distribution Committee
in Baltimore Md. — are get- Economic Opportunity, Upward stressed mathematics, English,
in cooperation with the New
ting this ''accelerated experi- Bound is a pre-college pro- science and social studies,
York Human Rights Commisgram for eleventh and twelfth
ence'
was geared around
in the
management
verbal
sion. The 11-week session will
training program of the Wool- grade students fro mlow in- expression rather than textcontinue through August.
come families. It attempts to
books.
worth company.
inspire them to achieve and
Director of the program is
Aubrey C. Lewis, personnel Neither of them found the prepare for college.
representative for the F. W. business world to be dull. Upward Bound, which was Willie E. Johnson, who also is
Woolworth Co., one of the 30 Both described their experi- launched here in the summer assistant principal of La Rose
retailing companies participat- ences as "very interesting" of 1966, helped guide these Elementary School. Counselor
for the Upward Bound students
and one of them, Mr. Collins, students through senior high
is Mrs. Emma Tom Johnson,
said he was already thinking schools and get them ready,
also a guidance counselor at
of making retailing his career. for 1968 commencements at
Douglass High School.
"You can get out of it what three target areas— Northside, There were
11 on the sumyou put into it, and I like,Booker T. Washington and Car- mer faculty:
Mrs. Patrica
ver.
that," he explained.
Garrett and Mrs. Barbara
They are participating in a There were 81 enrolled in the Hart, communication
skills;
series of seminars on various!Upper Bound project at Le- Mrs. Gloria Tuggle and Mrs.
phases of retailing, but spend- Moyne-Owen this summer and
ing most of their time
in 11 of them participated in the
stores and in the executive pre-freshman program at the
offices of the company. Major college.
points in the
management The summer session was
Annual Youth Day will be training program involve store conducted six weeks. A similar
observed next Sunday, Aug. organization, personnel super- program is carried out during
18, at the New Bethel Baptist vision, human relations
and
Church at 2215 Stovall. The merchandising.
theme will be "Youth Working
The seminars deal with such
Together for God."
subjects as standards of sellThe guest speaker for the
ing, in-store operations, merprogram at 3 p.m. will be
chandising policy, store exMrs. Ruby Lee Henderson,
pansion, computer
methods
well-known beautician.
The No. 1 Circle of Mt. Giland research systems.
They spend most of their liam Baptist Church at 1029
Music will be sung by the
youth choirs of True Vine time "on the job'' learning Raymond st. is presenting ansales
Baptist Church of West He- about
merchandising, nual Friends Day on Sunday,1
lena, Ark., and Pleasant sales promotion, stocking of August 18.
Green Baptist Church of Mem- merchandise, display procedure A special program will be
given at 3 p.m., and all are inpense control.
phis.
"They also will learn about vited to come and bring a I
As a pre-opening to Youth the restaurant facilities and friend.
Mrs. Ethel Lee is president
Day, the young people will pre- will work with buyers
to get
of Circle No. 1 Rev. E. Bates
sent a pageant on Friday night, an understanding
of how to
Aug. 16, at 8 p.m. entitled buy merchandise in prepara- is pastor of the church.
"The Church Cripples and
tion for the coming seasons,"
Their Crutch."
Mr. Lewis explained.
The mistress of ceremony "While doing this they will
for Youth Day will be Miss learn all about the controls
Carolyn Walker of Chicago. that are vital to every store
Miss Joselyn Wilson is chair- manager. These include such
man, and Miss Jeanette Jack- areas as shrinkage, breakage,
expense control and, most
son co-chairman.
Rev. G.G. Brown is pastor important, proper customer
service.
of the church
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\
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Look up the number you want. Jot it down. Dial it
carefully. Try these easy steps, and do away with
wrong numbers, incompleted calls, dialing over
again. Try it and see.(P. S. You'll find complete
dialing information in the front of your telephone
directory.)
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A Cordial Welcome Is Expected
By Baptists During Convention

las
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11.
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Its medical properties me gee
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Helping Hand Carries
Food To Poor At Marks

. skin, for fairer, cielIWW.
lisSleg
loveliness. It fades Tttorsoores
that weather-besten sue tamed look,
le remover/ bleetheads, smoothing
pores. Wouldn't you like to try
'WINER'S "SKIN smut" MAUI
UTAST

When an expected 15,000 Ne- When he was in Atlanta September 3 at the Municipal
gro Baptists arrive in Atlanta :earlier in the year in preparael
A truck loaded with items lett of Bramlett's Big Star No.
foe a September 3-8 con- tion for the convention he said, Auditorium, including the Sons
from the storehouse of Help- 35 at 342 E. McLemore st.
vention, they will receive a "Long before you heard the of Jubal, a white male group,
ing Hand Inc. of the Great1
welcome quite in contrast to slogan of 'black power' we and Negro choirs and soloists.
GET HEAD-TO-TOE
er Mt. Moriah Baptist Church! "We were received wholean earlier visit more than 2) had the slogan: 'Let us go Ticket sales for this musical
PROTECTION
Miss.,
journeyed
last heartedly at Marks, Miss.,"
to Marks.
WIth the deep-acting team nodiesese of
years ago.
from progress to production!" are expected to help under"SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP. It beauty bathes
week with food and clothing Rev. Burbidge reported.
write some of the expenses of
wails it fights germs that often auraThe Baptists will be messen- One item expected to be disfor the poor.
the
convention.
L.
vete perspiration odors
M.
Terrill,
Mahn
cussed
at
length
at
this
c-ongers to the National Baptist
assistance suro you're nice to be ...
needing
Persons
near.
vention w ill be the purchase of ;president of the General MisRev. D. B. Burbidge, man- from Helping Hand Inc., should .SKIN SUCCESS' SOAP.
Convent'
.S
Inc.,
Insist on the Blue & Gold package
ager of Helping Hand Inc., call 948-3413 during the day,
posed of more than 61 2 million the Natchez Junior College in sionary Baptist Convention of
Georgia, said, "We hope white
said food and clothing valued and 942-1850 at night.
members, and will be in the Natchez, Mississippi, from
Baptists
in
that Christians will buy blocks of
city for their annual meeting. Southern
at about $450 was distributed.
state. Some of its messengers tickets for this musical which
At their last convention in question
A
contribution
of $62.35
the Negro convention's will present Negro spirituals
the city in 1946, the 3.000 ability
was received from Larry Hous- ip•••••esew••••••emeemsesse••••
and
other
gospel
music."
to assume the financton of 924 Meagher st. and
messengers were forced to stay ial load for the school,
a
especial- Mr. Terrill's convention, af1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
in homes and hold their meet- ly in
Eddie Veasey of 168 Honduras •
the light of the conven- filiated with the national body, HELPING HAND MANMt. Moriah Baptist Church,
ings solely in churches.
dr., employes of the Memphis
tion's strong stand on separa- reports 4.000 churches and AGER-Rev. Fred Johnson,
took clothing and food to
Light,
Gas and Water Division.
This year they will use the tion of church and state.
the poor at Marks, Miss.,
more than 500,000 members, a left, and Rev. D. B. Burhotel facilities of the city, with A
Effective Nevembet 29. 1965
pre-Convention
Musical twelfth of the entire national hidge, manager of Help.
last week.
Others assisting in the pro8 A.M.-6 P.M.
a
the Regency Hyatt House as will be presented at 8 pm., group.
lag Hand Inc., of Greater
ject were Rev. 0. C. Collins •
•
se. or Sic 11.25
headquarters. Sessions of the
Monday
--l and members of Progressive •
W
OS te 8 PA.
general convention and the
Baptist Church, Rev. J. W. • Set emn I AA.M.
in
thru
to 2 Pit
Sea. Ome 8
MI
auxiliary groups will be at
West and members of the
a
Friday
•
the Muncipal Auditorium. the
•
Greater Mount Moriah Baptist •
Civic Center Auditorium, churChurch, Rev. H. H. Harper and
Li SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
ches and motels.
the St. Matthew Baptist Church
a
Many of th! visiting Negro
3100 Summer at Baltic
congregation; Rev. Fred John- m
ministers will speak in white
son and ministers of the Pente- Preaaave•essuommou•smm•Nemear
churches throughout the metrocostal Hour, and Walter Brampolitan area on the closing Sun- The theme, "Conditions and of the year" presented.
The AME Ministerial Alli- dent of the AME Ministerial
;Circumstances
that
h
a
ve
;
At
3
p.m.
Mrs.
Gussie
P.
day of the %seek. September
,Made Women Different in This!Young of the Avery Chaple ance of Memphis will present Alliance, and Rev. W.L. Mitch8.
was special
guest its annual choir program next ell secretary.
Dr. J. H. Jackson of Chicago. Time and Age." was the topic
Sunday, August 18. at 8 p.m.
of
discussion
by
the
momen
of
Ispeaker.
churches
Guest
were,
president of the convention.
the Greater
Moriah Bap-'King Solo mon
Riverside at the St. Andrew AME Church.
will highlight the meeting when
public is invited.
all of the auxiliary groups skip tint Church, 1098 S. Welling- Shady Grove and New Zion The
ton st. for their annual Worn- Christian Women Clx)rus.
1
their sessions on Thursday to
Rev. R.L. McRae, program The Longview Heights Civic
ens Day Activities.
1 Mrs. Katheren Tapon of
hear him. At this single mass
lehairman. said the Alliance in- Club will hold its regualr
meeting they will also elect The meeting started Friday. Riverside was mistress of,eludes 25 ministers of the Mem- monthly
meeting Aug. 13,
led in Mortpilis by Mornphians
Aug. 9 with pre-services and ceremonies.
- officers for next year.
phis area, and they and mem• 1968 at 7:30 p.m. at the Pine 1
.. 'tithed daily to your big
The general session of the guest churches were Shiloh
bers of their congregations will Hill Community Center.
Knott supermsrist for
ogue
convention will be held at the Baptist Union and Pilgrim
'be in attendance at the profreshness.
rintenVa
lM.
The club president, Robert
4Attlit
0
r4
Atlanta Municipal Auditorium. Rest Church. Mrs. Girthy Jack•
•
!gram.
Renfroe urges all members to
;
the Layman's meeting will be son of Shiloh was guest soloist.
r The choir program is only attend. Mrs. Myrtle Fisher is
at the Mt. Sinai Baptist Church. Special messages were de.one of the many events spon- the club's reporter.
the Young People's Department livered by Rev. J. W. West.
sored by the Alliance, Rev. Annual Women's Day was obwill meet at the Tabernacle On Sunday Aug. 11. at 7:30
Baptist Church on Boulevard. a.m. a Fellowship Breakfast The Willing Workers Club;McRae said. Others are pas- served at New Bethel Baptist
The
Women's
Convention. was held in the main dining will hold its regular meeting 'tor's clinic, public speaking. Church on Sunday, Aug. 11.
at the home of Mrs. Henry Bible courses in religion of toan auxiliary group to the Na- room of the church.
tional Convention, will meet at Mrs. Mae Francis Holmes. Fletcher of 1408 May st. on day, and church administra- The guest speaker for the',
3 p.m. program was Mrs. Inez,
the Civic Center Auditorium, a member of Greater Mt. Aug. 21. at 8 p.m. All mem- I ton.
and it is expected to attract Moriah and assistant director bers are asked to be present I "The program this year Brooks, president of the Wom-1
promises to be the best in en's Auxiliary of the Ten5.000 women. President of the of music, spoke on the theme. for important business.
Women's Convention is Mrs. Mrs. Nona B. Brown was in The club is preparing for the Alliance's history, and no nessee Regular Baptist State
Mary O. Ross, of Detroit, Mich- charge of the breakfast. There its candlelight tea and fash- ,stone has been unturned to Convention and member of the
igan and a native of Shellrnan. were 24 teachers to teach Sun- ionette on Sept. 8 from 4 to'make it one of the best," Rev. St. Peter Baptist Church,
Georgia.
day School classes in the edu- 7 with Mrs. Pauline Brevard McRae said.
Mrs. Dora Alexander was:
Serving as narrator will be
Dr. Jackson has been a cational building.
as narrator.
chairman of the Women's Day
Cornell L. Wells, principal of
strong advocate of the Nezro's At 11 a.m, the women's
Mrs. Clara Dailey is presi-;the E. A. Harrel High School Program.
need to help himself in improv- choir furnished music. A spec- dent
of the -Willing Workers.lat Millington. Tenn., and form- Rev. Dave Bond is pastor
of
ing his position in U. S. soc- ial message was delivered by and
Mrs. Maggie Lott secre- er radio personality.
the church, and Mrs. Fannie
iety_
Rev. West. and the "mother tary
•
R • EM. Martin is presi- Bynum church reporter.
fa= Loaf
Bg

.
•i CAR WASH $ 25i
U

Greater Mount Moriah

Choir Program Planned

Celebrates Women's Day

By Ministers Group

Civic Club To Meet

Fletchers To Host
Willing Workers
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. Guaranteed by Sears to wear for a full 36
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Former Dyersburg Man New Friendship !Air Force Maior Always
Elected To UAW Post Plans Women's Prepared For Challenge

, for opportunity to knock, he
went looking for it, it is revealed in the September issue of
TOGETHER magazine.
He earned a bachelor's deGREENWOOD AUG 13 Tues. his "career development pro- gree at Texas Southern University. He received his
Marcellius Ivory, a 52-year- will help decide policy mat- I
TAG : AIR FORCE
gram," says a man who was so
master's degree from Our
i Even menial Jos were ac- ready for new challenges that
old member of UAW, has been ters of the 1.7 million member
Lady of the Lake College in
cepted as important phases in he received a commission
elected director of the union's union.
San Antonio.
New
F r i endship Baptist -- --four months after he enlisted
Ivory
succeeds
veteran UAW Church at 724 E. Georgia will
Major Batiste his wife Gerwest side Detroit Region IA.
in the Air Force in 1954.
leader Joseph McCusker who celebrated annual Women's
trude and their three childrenDay
He was born in Dyersberg, died in June.
Indeed it was not luck that Harold III, 10;
on next Sunday. Aug. 11.
Bertrand, seven
Tenn., 70 miles north of Memgained his promotion, explains and Amy,
The
Mrs.
two-are members
Ethel
election
Norment
w
a
a
was
held at a
phis.
Major
Harold E. Batiste, Jr., of Chapel Hill United
special convention attended by in charge of Sunday School
Methodwho "at a tender age learned ist Church in
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San Antonio-the
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meet.
deal
with,
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comfrom the region, he becomes1 region and presided over by from various churches in the
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congregation.
the International Union s 18 ther.
A medical
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-Neither in my church nor
officer, he recently earned a in my career has race
geographic regions.
School lesson was pointed
prejuReuther called the election
master's degree in education dice ever been a facto r,"
-al out by Mrs. E. W. WilliamAs a regional director, he historic occassion in the life;
son. wife of the pastor of Mt.
Annual Women's Day will and next is being sent by the TOGETHER, the United Mewill be responsible for the in- of not only our union but the
10livet Baptist Church.
be celebrated at the First Air Force to George Washing- thodist general-interest magaterests of 74.000 trade union- entire labor
movement iel The deaconesses w e r e in
Baptist Church Beale St. on ton University in the national zine that goes into almost three
ists in 22 locals, including America."
capital for a degree in health- quarters of a million homes
charge of devotion at the 11 Sunday, August 25.
some 34,000 members of Local At the
time of his election, a.m. service. Mrs. Roberta
The morning speaker will be care administration. He has monthly.
600, the world's largest local Ivory
was an International rep- Smith. a co-chairman of Wom- Mrs. Bernice Robinson, and been serving as chief of the
"I have served under good,
union, who are employed at resentative
for the union, as- en's Day, explain e d the the guest at the afternoon pro- quality-control branch and as- kind hearted leaders, and have
the gigantic Ford Motor Co. signed
to the UAW Ford De- theme, "The Role of a Christ- gram will be Mrs. Bernidene sistant chief of personnel at tried to be prepared for the
River Rouge complex.
partment's arbitration section. ian Woman in a Disintegrating Jordan. Mrs. Valarie Phifer, Wilford Hall Hospital, Lack- opportunities at hand." he adland Air Force Base, Sa n' ded.
As a member of the UAW's In that capacity he presented World.
" The e e r le en w a s a member of the Warner TernAntonio, Texas - largest oneInternational Executive Board ' to an impartial umpire the given by the pastor, Rev. W. ple APdE Zion
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Church, w--ill be
,1
unit hospital operated by the Mrs. Batiste are concerned
Regional Director Ivory also union's position in labor-man- M.
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mistress of ceremony.
Defense
Department.
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with the Negro struggle for
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Ivory was appointed to the 3 p.m., and guest
'
s peaker, •
work," Major Batiste recalls
As a family, they aim to
guest
soloist.
union staff in 1963.
,Mrs. Thelma Clay, a member will be
If
Guest churches will include about his childhood and youth I make a measurable contribuHe has been a UAW mem-;of
Center
Chapel
Baptist
Houston. Among other tasks, tion toward communication and
ber since 1937 when he join- Church. Mrs. Rose Lee Hayes St. Thomas, Greater New , in
he washed pots and waxed ! understanding between the
ed Local 236 after going to was chairman of Women's Day Salem, Golden Gate and Un- cars;
later worked as a labor- races.
jIQ1 GET FAST BLESSED RELIEF FROM THE
work at the L. A. Young and Mrs. Pearlie Terrell co- ion (Turley) Baptist Churches. er, longshoreman,
ITCHING, IRRITATION AN SCALING OF PSORImail 'clerk ' "Many are not a w a r e,"
; Mrs. Evie Koen is . chair' and
ASIS YOU ievnt NOUGHT POSSIBLE, ANO
Spring and Wire Corp. in De- chairman.
accountant; operated an Major Batiste reminded, "that
AT A LOW PRICE THAT WILL AMAZE YOU.
man of Women's Day, Mrs. automobile "beauty
troit, Mich. He later worked at
shop," and the Negro has made great conPALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT .. „
Loraine Wilks co-chairman, played the drums in DixielandF tributions throughout our hisdifferent times in three Ford
relieves the itching and irritation of this
and Mrs. P. M. Nichols public- bands.
' plants in the Detroit ire
ugly skin trouble It removes the scales.
tory."
dissolves the horny skin. It is coaling and
a and:
has
been
a
member
of
Locals
Always Major Batiste was Above all, husband and wife
soothing. It refreshes the sk,n. No matter
Rev. James A. Jordan is pas- and spiritually -for new chalH "take a real interest in ordi600 and 400 as well as Local'Sen. Eugene
how long you have suffc'ed try PALMER'S
McCarthy (D.-I
"SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT, and get the
36.
lenges. And instead of waiting I nary people."
Minn.) has called for massivei tor of the church.
fast blessed relief you have longed tor from
He held elective office in support of an immediate airthe itching, irritation and scaling of psoriasis.
each, including service as lift of food and
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vice president and bargaining plies to blockaded Biafra.
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AT ANY PRICE!
committee chairman of Lo- McCarthy, who is chairman
ECONOMY SIZE
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cal 400, a union district corn- of the African subcommittee
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mittee at Local SOO, and -a of the Senate foreign relations
with the deep.acting foamy medication
of "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP. it beauty
bargaining committee mem- committee, criticized the Johnbathes while it fights germs that often
ber at Local 36 until his ap- son administration for making;
aggravate perspiration oda.: . makes
you sure you're nice to be near.
pointment to the UAW Ford "vain and futile gestures" I
PALM(R'S "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.
Dept. staff.
while human life was at stake.
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Now that you've fallen for his
line, we think you'll fall for ours.
Your
Wedding
Deserves to be...

TIRE TOW

PHOTOGRAPHED'
in Natural Color...

.
4,

for
Only natural color
can preserve this
memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games

LAUDERDALE

STRONGER
THAN
STEEL

4 LAYERS UNDER THE THREAD
• 2 Bias Plies of Polyester
• 2 Belts of Tough Fiberglass

M19tread
forgreater
tractionand
stability!

"Built In America By One Of
America's Leading Tire
Manufacturers"
Get Yours Today On This Introductory
Offer AS LOW AS

FREE
GUEST BOOK WITH MINIMUM
WEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH THIS AD.

Continental Photographers
136 So. Danny Thomas

inc

280
POPLAR
AT

Phone 516-8391

WHITEWALL
E70-14 Plus
Exch. And
F.E.T. Of
$2.24

Belt k telt of strongern-steol fiberglass runs around
the bre between its, trend and
the ties body. Ttio stabody and
strength of fiberglass adds safetybelt protection spotlit treed nosing,taboo and wear.

80(iYArnazing now poirbdir
cord gives a ties body outstanding
Strength, stabtlity and 'alley. It Mumsates thumping.flatspogiwg and want
Tor a velvet-smooth rid*.

Announcing
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWS CARRIERS
CONTEST
July and August
$$$
THE WINNERS WILL BE
AWARDED CASH PRIZES
$$$
Contest closes the last week of each month.
The Base for all Newsboys and Newsgirls will be the number of papers

sold and paid for July 6.

CONTEST RULES
1. 5 points for each new customer listed in Route Book.
2. 10 points for Prompt Payment.
3. Base of 15 will be accepted as entry.

THE
JEON
GEMINI*
*TIRE
•
•
•
•

IMPROVED TREAD WEAR
SUPERBLY SOFT RIDE
NO ROUGHNESS OR THUMP
REDUCED GROWTH AND
CRACKING
• OUTSTANDING TRACTION

Every .fratzon tins is doubts, post In..
mated inwnodistoly alter it pope from
Ma mold, than allowed to Cool.
This pro-shapes ths tire to make it
smoother-odtng, safervdriving. sod
sure site and d.mows.on undonnity.

"SUPER PREMIUM"

GEMINI WHITEWALLS
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••s$28.25
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9.00x15

25.10
$26.35
828.24
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$30.04

7.00x13
7.35x14

8.45x15

3 RING WHITEWALL
4-PLY POLYESTER
WIDE
DEEP TREAD-NEWEST
IN PREMIUM TIRES.

All prim plus issdhong• end
F.E.T. of $1.93 to $2.97.

•
"BUILT IN AMERICA Br OME OF AMERICA'S11./ADINO TIRE MANUFACTURERS"

The top Five Contostoets will receive Cash Prizes
Pictures of the winner will appear in the Tri-State Defender
Announcement of all winners will be made over Radio
Station WDIA end WI-OK.
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Ii
hate mergers . . . demagogues
of violence. . .prophets of prescription. . .receive more attenA PRAYER FOR RAY
The following statement is tion and arouse more emotional
deliberately designed to pro- response than men of peace
voke. . .not to anger. . . not and reason. Alabama's George
to hate. But provoke to thought Wallace is already making
increasingly
impressive
. . .to self examination. It an
will be established with a few showing in the race for the
questions as fellows:
Presidency of the United States.
Wonder how many American He is rubbing a lot of the peoNegro Christians have been ple's hate spots. They won't
moved to send up a prayer in need any other reason to vote
behalf of James Earl Ray, for him.
the accused killer of Dr. Mar- The majority of American
tin Luther King? Dr. King voters express their feelings. .
was an advocate of foregive- not their reason. . .at the ballot box.
ness and love. Remember?
It is logical to conclude that
What do you suppose would
happen if a Negro minister a sizeable number of AmeriSouthern
would take time out in one of cans. . .primarily
his Sunday services to pray and Northern whites. . . will
publicly for the man who al- give a vote to Wallace. . .if for
legedly murdered the world's no other reason than to express
foremost advocate of non-vio- their feelings of resentment tolence at the time of his death? wards the Negro's pressure
How do you think a Negro tactics to be accepted as a
congregation would react to its human being and as an Ameripastor's suggestion that they can citizen.
Most white Americans have
have a moment of silent prayerfor the soul of the man who never really thought about
may be proved guilty of a dis- that issue. They have only
"felt" about it. Wallace is exastrous assassination?
If you were asked to send up pressing their "feelings". And
a prayer for Ray, honestly, that's dangerous. People hate
what would you request God to change. Hitler made himself
do about him? Would you pray the dictator of Germany using
for his lawyer, and the kind of the same identical methods.
people he represents? Would The American Negro who
you send up a petition in behalf can bring himself to send up
a sincere prayer of forgiveness
of the judge, jury. . .and
and compassion for Ray will be
ph /
The provocations angle of this the man who is mos' effecastatement is that the Ray trail tive in this day of racial turpresents a terrific challenge moil and animosity. He will be ;
to the Christians of the nation activating the program that
. . black and white. It is to Dr. King so avidly preached:"
'be remembered constantly that He will be making the career ,
Ray is being tried for the death of Dr. King a living faith.
of a man who was one of his- He will be projecting the
tory's greatest exponents of the spiritual resources Dr. King
practical application of the saw as the basic factors in the
basic doctrine of Jesus Christ, Negro's frantic struggle to surwho was murdered while mum- vive in a social order that so
bling the words, "Father, for- far has not found any rational
Oakland street took place give them for they know not reason for his continued presence and existence.
last Oct. 28. Newton's trial en- what they do".
Can you express any valid
Would you pray for Ray?
tered its fifth week Monday.
It is an unfortunate fact that reason for praying for Ray?
There had been much testimony about the alleged shooting of the two policemen by
the first 17 witnesses, but no
mention of the kidnap.
Then Loss was called as
witness number 18. He answered a few questions about
what kind of car he owned
last October and then prosecutor Lowell Jensen asked:
NAT.
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A Struggle For Power
There are distressing reports that! ship, which has outlived its usefulness,
some Negro civil rights leaders are pre- is undergoing the same emotional spasm
paring a manifesto denouncing in no un- about the white backlash as are the
certain terms the advocacy of Black white politicians of the Dirksen school
Power. Such a denunciation would be ill- in search of an excuse for their retreat
advised. It would split asunder the civ- from the civil rights front.
il rights leadership into two warring
White backlash is a political machicamps, each one struggling for mass nation calculated to blunt the sharp edge
support and attention while draining off of the Negro stirring for recognition,
much needed energy for the forward economic and political equality. Furtherthrust of the cause which is yet bitterly more, the riots in Watts, Newark, Decontested by white suprmacists and seg- troit and Chicago were not caused by
regationists.
civil rights agitation. Intolerable slum
The struggle would no longer be conditions, which city officials have
exhorted by a unified force searching for failed to rectify, corroded the patience
the same goals, confronting the enemy of the poor to the point of explosion.
with the same rationale, the same in- The instances in which violence can be
flexibility. It would assume the dimen- attributed to civil rights militants are
sions of an internecine war in which the infinitesimal.
legitimate objectives of the march for
In point of frequency of unpunished
full citizenship would be halted with a violence committed against Negroes,
finality not even the most passionate there is ample justification for a black
hooded segregationist could ever hope backlash. For Negro leaders to be squabbOAKLAND, Calif. — (UPI), Monroe Friedman excused the
to achieve.
ling among themselves over whose strate- —One of the state's key wit- jury for the day and asked
The manifesto is intended obvious- gy or formula should have precedence nesses forced a halt Monday the opposing attorneys to furly not only to destroy the Congress Of gives warrant to the criticism that Ne- in the murder trial of Black , nish the court Tuesday with
Panther founder Huey P. New- legal authorities for their posiRacial Equality and the Student Non- groes are yet motivated by the old plan- ton
when he refused to testify tions.
violent Coordinating Committee — the tation psychology which caused the on the grounds of possible self- Newton, 26, is charged with
shock troops of the civil rights move- slaves to fight among themselves over incrimination.
killing Oakland policeman John
ment—but also to offer simultaneously who should be the white master's top Del Ross, 26, refused to Frey, 25, wounding policeman
answer questions about his I Herbert Heanes, 25, and kidto the white people of this nation a dog.
alleged kidnap by Newton.
naping Ross to drive him to a
choice between the aged, decrepit Negro
The manifesto should not be a de- After hearing arguments by hospital for treatment of a
leadership that is willing to compromise] nunciation of Black Power, but a call prosecuting and defense at- bullet wound in his stomach.
at the drop of a hat, and the young, to racial unity, to disciplined and defini- torneys, superior court judgel The predawn shootout on an
vibrant, self-assertive civil rights acti- tive action to tear down the wall of white
vists who are ready to fight in order to resistance to racial justice, and to warn MY VIEW
remove the impeding obstacles thwart- the nation that its black citiz,ens intend
ing the path to racial equality.
to achieve their full measure of citizenThe old conservative Negro leader- ship come hell or high water.

D.

WILLIAMS

Newton's Trial Is Halted
By Witness's Silence

The supplementary studies on slum ously inconveniencing its white majority.
The authors concluded that the 1967
eruptions released a short while ago
under the imprimatur of the bi-partisani riots were carried out by a small but
National Advisory Commission on Civil significant minority of the black popuDisorders, are in some striking instances lation, fairly representative of the ghetto
just as revealing and caustic in their residents and tacitly supported by at
indictment of the American white socie- last a large minority of the black comty as was the Commission's official re- munity.
port issued in February.
This, they said, means that the 1960's
The studies swept aside the "riffraff riots were a manifestation of race and
theory" of riots, which holds that only racism in the United States, a refleca small fraction of the black population tion of the social problems of modern
participates in disorders, that these are black ghettos, a protest against the esprincipally the riffraff of the commu- sential conditions of life there and an
nity and that the vast majority of the indicator of the necessity for fundamenblack population deplores the violence. tal changes in American society.
The reason, the authors suggested,
Generally, the studies substantiate the
was that the theory was reassuring to conclusions that the Advisory Commismost white Americans. If, indeed, the sion itself made in its report last Feb.
rioters were a tiny fraction of the Ne- 29. The Commission held that the nagro population, composed of riffraff and tion was moving toward "two societies,
outside agitators and opposed by a large one black, one white-separate and unmajority of the ghetto residents, the equal" and that "white racism" was
riots were less ominous than they ap- largely to blame.
peared, they wrote.
The studies, two of which were fiThey were also a fuction of poverty, nanced by Ford Foundation grants, were
which, in American idealogy, is alter- made public as the work of their auable, rather than race, which is immu- thors and without endorsement of the
table; in which case too, they were peri- Commission.
pheral to the issue of white-black reaThe findings should put to rest the untions in the United States.
founded assumption that slum riots are
If the theory were true, the riots generated by criminal element in the
could be dealt with without radically community or outsiders who have no
chagning American cities and thorough- basic interest in the welfare of the peoly overhauling basic institutions or seri- ple in the black ghetto.

Britain And Black People

1

Since 1957 when the former Gold
Coast British Colony gained its independence under the name of the Republic
of Ghana, Britian's relations with black
Africa deteriorated in direct ratio to
the spread of independence in other British held African territories. Today,
however, the situation is ameliorating
by gradual stages.
Tanzania has restored dipolmatic relations after breaking with Britian over
the Rhodesian issue. And now President
Kaunda of Zambia, one of Britian's bitterest critics, has returned home from
London in a decidely optimistic mood.
He was received with unusual pomps
and cordiality by Her Majesty, the Queen

and the London public. Relations at the
governmental level have improved, especially when the purpoes for his trip
to the British capital was met with success. Kaunda came to Lodon primarily
to see if Britain would sell him ground
missiles for his country's air defense.
Portuguese and South African planes
have been flying over Zambia at will.
Britain has agreed to the sale of the
protective missiles to Zambia. She will
thus be the first African country to be
so protected. Another reason for improved Anglo-African relations is the
belief held in many circles on the black
continent that Britain is initiating steps
that will show increasing sympathetic
Iitu de toward "freedom fighters."

Black Role In GOP
Nothing In Miami
PAYNE

That planned protest on the convention floor over lilywhite delegations from Florida and Louisiana never got off
the ground. The Credentials Committee Report was adopted
without even a whimper. The spokesman for the protesting
group was in a telephone booth when the action came which
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
supposed to have been the first one. Since just goes to show that the pros are still in charge.
The District of Columbia delegation went to the convenThere was a time when America then, the Associated Press claims, more
tion pledged to make a floor fight for more recognition in
went to great lengths pretending to pro- than a dozen mixed marriages have oc- party affairs and for some action on Home Rule. That, too.
tect the "purity" of the white race and curred in Georgia.
fizzled out when Mrs. J. Willard Marriott, owner of the Hot
to protect the womanhood of white woNot long after becoming President Shoppe chain and the Republican National Committeewoman
told the delegation to "cool it."
men. Thirty or more states have laws of Morehouse College in 1940, I tried to
Much was made in the local press over black dissatisfacon their books prohibiting Negroes and persuade a Negro teacher that she didn't tion with delegate representation, but without muscle and
white people from intermarrying. Many have to leave Morehouse because she skillful direction that was as far as the complaints went.
After keeping newsmen waiting for almost an hour for
Negroes were lynched under the guise married a white man. My view was that an announced
press briefing, an aide to Clarence Towne,s
of protecting the "purity" of white wo- the marriage was legitimate, and she the director of Minorities for the Republican National Committee, announced that the press conference would have to
men. The Atlanta Riot of 1906 alleged- could remain at Morehouse.
adjourned because "some dignitaries" were coming to a
ly started because there had been a seThe Supreme Court struck down 5beO'clock reception
and couldn't be kept waiting. This didn't
ries of attacks on white women. After Virginia's law against interracial marri- take at all well with reporters many of whom are justifiably
thorough investigation, it was discov- ages in June, 1967. These anti-interrac- critical because Townes has been inaccessible and a select
ered that in several instances the white ial laws may never be taken off the few were given preferred treatment over others in the press
corps. In the past, Townes has been highly respected both
women were afraid a Negro would at- states' statutes, but they are dead. The by Demicrats as well as Republicans because of his friendly
tack them and they accused Negroes of Associated Press article estimates that working relationship. With a hard campaign ahead, those who
"attempted rape".
no more than 100 such marriages have wish him well would like to see him shape up.
David Douglas Duncan, the famed photographer selected
It was not only the Southern states occurred in the states affected since the Chicago's Genia S. Washington, as one of
si xRepublicans for
which passed laws against interracial Supreme Court rules. The article says a special photographic study. An old line party caner. Washmarriages, but Northern states as well. further that fifteen interracial marri- ington has been delegate to many conventions. Val Washington (no relations) former
of the Minorities Division,
Among them were: Arizona, California, ages occurred in North Carolina in 1967, took fit as a fiddle after director
nearly eight years away from the
Colorado, Delaware, Idaho, Indiana, three in Tennessee, and six in Virginia. post. He has a little more gray on the temples and in the
eyebrows; otherwise, he is still the affable same shrewd proMissouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, Even Louisiana has had one.
fessional politician. Although he makes a handsome living in
Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, and WyomThough the bars have been lifted, various bisiness ventures. Val keeps a hand
in politics in an
ing. All Southern states had such laws. I see no 'run on the bank'! The number advisory capacity. He is a delegate from Illinois and was one
Despite the laws against miscegenation, of interracial marriages will be in all of the bloc that supported the nomination of Nelson Rockefeller.
illicit sex relations went on. Of course, probability increase. But for various and
FAMILIAR FACES: Clay Claiborne, the former GOP
what has been going on in the Civil sundry reasons, I see, for the most part, staffer who was the center of a stormy controversy over
Rights struggle in the last decades had for years to come, Negroes mainly will that Martin Luther King telegram in 1964, strolling through
the lobby of the Fontainebleau Hotel with a pretty Mexican
produced a mild revolution in the area marry Negroes and whites will marry woman companion.
Cleveland's lone Republican Negro Counof interracial marriages.
whites. But if interracial marriages are cilman John Kellogg, fully recovered from a serious illness,
An Associated Press article appear- to occur in large numbers, nothing can who says he is concentrating now ol business more than polithe Stilt Chamberlain, bending his 7 ft. frame to
ing in the New York Times on Sunday, stop it—not even Black Power! Some tic...Wilt,
enter a hotel room and busily squiring delegates and visitors
July 28, tells what is happening in the sociologists have predicted for a long on board a boat for a cruise down the river
deep South in the realm of Negro-white time that intermarriage will be the ul- as part of the Nixon public relations operation. .
baseball great and good friend of Nelson Rockefeller,
marriages. The article in the Times tells timate solution of the race problem in former
Jackie Robinson who was felled by a heart attack a few weeks
of a Negro woman and a white man go- the United States. Will it? Racism is ago and ordered by his doctors to avoid crowds. . . Publiing to the Fulton County court house last so deeply engrained in America that in- cist Evelyn Cunningham who is now a deputy coordinator for
Rockefeller Campaign is sporting a natural hairdo. Lt.
year to get a marriage license. This is termarriage may not solve the problem. the
Col. John Silvera, Ada Fisher Jones and her husband, Dr.
Janes were in a party that visited the plush houseboat own:
ed by Northeast Airlines which was anchored across the
street from the Fountainebleau Hotel. Dashing John Silveri
is part of the corporation which is carrying out the urbah
'renewal for the new state office building in Harlem.
The decision by the new Federal Corn- discriminate against anyone on the baPublisher John Sengstacke and St. Louis Seutinel Chief
'Howard Woods came on board the houseboat for a long coifmunications not to license broadcasters sis of race.
Iference with Northeast
The floating bungalow is comwho engage in racial discrimination
In a 14-page notice about the new plete with wall to wall officials.
carpeting, bars, kitchen space, luxury
should have a salutary impact on the in- rule, the commission referred to the re- bathrooms and a balcony which runs around the well appointdustry and its related components. The cent report of the National Advisory ed upstairs quarters. Hostesses who dispensed drink and
hopitality, plus
bird pins were garbed in yellow suit
new rule requires broadcasters to file Commission on Civil Disorders, saying or long eveningyellow
dresses.
with renewal applications a statement the nation "is confronted with a serious
Credit for the 511 seats allotted to the Poor People in the
convention
hall is claimee by the staffs of both Illinois Senashowing what they are doing to promote racial crisis."
tor Charla Percy and New York Mayor :oho Lindsay. This
employment and progamming aimed
Echoing a riot commission statement much Is certain, there was feverish activity on behalf of the
at minority groups.
that it is not enough just to hire !PPC. The Chief of Police of Miami Beach not only worked
The FCC general counsel, Henry Gel- members of minority groups, the FCC lout an amicable arrangement for the marchers and the rented male, but provided escorts and was overheard telling Rev.
ler, said the new rule would require said that broadcasters should try to 'Palph Abernathy and Hosea
Williams that he wanted everybroadcasters to post notices in their train and promote Negro reporters to thing to go smoothly for them. The nervous mule which had
shoes got restless and bolted, running over Don Williams.
stations and to explain on employment
positions and to seek them out ac- no
a member of the SCLC staff who had to be hospitalised for
applications that they are pledged not to tively.
leg injur).

Mixed Marriages In U.S.A.

Riots As Social Protests

CONVENTION SIDELIGHTS

Radio-TV Race Bias
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and guest James Hopkins.
Guests included Mr. and
Mrs. James Hulbert, Mr. and
Mrs. H. A. Gilliam, Dr. and
Mrs. Hugh Gloster of Atlanta,
S L. Banks, father of Mrs.
Hollis Price, of Yonkers, N.Y.
Mrs. John L. Brinkley and Dr. The club was organized in
January 1968 HS purpose was
and Mrs. W. W. Gibson and to form a close!) knit group
granddaughter.
interested in the study of
Also Mr. and Mrs. John the stock market and to have
Outlaw, Dr. and Mrs. E. W. the experience of Investing.
Reed and two daughters, Mr. H. A. Gilliam has served
and Mrs. Charles Tarpley, as teacher and expert adviser
Mrs. Anne Bartholomew Harris for the club members.

Mrs. Ward Is Hostess
To Investment Club
Food, fun and fellowship WWII
enjoyed when members of
the United Investment Club
met with their husbands and
other relatives at the home of
the president, Mrs. Louise
Ward on Sunday, August 4.
Enjoying the festive occasion
were Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Howell and young daughter;
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Ward,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis F. Price,
Mrs. Phillip Booth, Mr. and

Pledges Made
A New Church
A revival being held in SomINVESTMENT CLUB —
Club a group os women
ket, and are seen here at
Barbecued
chicken
and
erville,
Tenn., one mile north
On Sunday evening, Aug.
organized with the purpose
the residence of the presipork were served.
of the city on Highway 59, is
4th, the United Investment
of studying the stock mardent, Mrs. Louise Ward.
(Continental photo) gaining momentum, according
to the evangelist, Bishop J. A.
Howell, overseer of the Central
Diocese of the Church of God
in Christ.
He reports that an integrated audience is present for the
services, and some have pledged to help erect a church
NASHVILLE — Tennessee I western University School of near the scene of the meetings.
DALLAS, Texas, will host tures will deal with the busi- State
"A number of ministers have
Summer;Law (1955).
University's
1500 Negro college women and ness of the sorority, plus seve- Baccalaureate — Commence- In June he was cited by the been encouraged by the proone of the country's elite group ral vital public issues, in- will be held Sunday, Aug. 25.1 Cook County Bar Association grss of the work out from
of black mayors, during the cluding the organization of I ment at 6:00 p.m. in W. J. Haler of Chicago at its 54th Annual Somerville," Bishop Howell
43rd meeting of Alpha Kappa Negro history study, and the Stadium. Atty.
Robert L. Awards Banquet and presented said, "and have pledged to
Alpha Sorority, at the Shera- operation of the, sorority's own Tucker of Chicago Ill. wilt the Richard E. Westbrook help support it."
ton Dallas Hotel, August 11-16. Womens Job Corps Center.
Memorial Award and Plaque He is also pastor of Faith
be guest speaker.
Richard G. Hatcher, youthful The sorority, oldest and lar- According to Dr. William N. as "Outstanding Lawyer of the Temple Church of God in
mayor of Gary Indiana will gest Greek-letter college soro- Jackson, dean of faculty, if Year, 1967-1968."
Christ at 822 Kerr ave.
address a public meeting in con- ity founded by Negro women, the weather is inclement, the! His
include
memberships
nection with t h e conven-1 was chartered
at Howard Baccalaureate - Commencement the American, Cook County,
tion in the auditorium of Bis- University, Washington, D.C. exercise will be held in Kean'and Chicago Bar Association;
PATRONIZE
hop College at 3 p.m. Sunday, in 1908. Presently it has more Hall. Activities on Sat., Aug. 24. the Chicago Urban League;
August 11.
than 40,000 members in 125 will include the annual meet- the National Association for
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Dr. Larzette G. Hale, presi- chapters on college campuses ing of the Board of Directors the Advancement of Colored
dent of Alpha Kappa Alphal and in cities throughout the of the W. J. Hale Memorial People; and the American
Scholarship Foundation, Inc.,'Civil Liberties Union in which
ADVERTISING
Sorority said that the mayor country and West Africa.
will also join the group in a Dr. Hale said the main pur- at 11:00 a.m. in the Student!he serves as Chairman of the
pilgrimage to the spot where pose of Alpha Kappa Alpha is Union; and the President's I Special Civil Rights Committee
President John F. Kennedy to encourage excellence and Buffet Supper for Graduates,'and on the Board of Directors
was assassinated at 11 a.m., personal development for serv- Parents and Guests at 6:00 of the Illinois Division. Atty.
Board
Sunday. A brief memorial will ice in an atmosphere of sis- p.m. in the University Cafeter- Tucker is also on the
of Directors of the National
terly affection. She holds a ia.
be conducted on the spot.
doctor of philosophy degree Atty. Tucker, a native of Association of Community LeAn estimated 3000 persons, in economics, and is a certi- Chattanooga, Tenn., is an gal Counsel and the Chicago
including residents of Dallas, fied public accountant. She'alumnus of Tennessee State Legal Services Project known
delegates and their families is director of development at (1951) and earned the Juris as Community Services Prowill take part in the public Langston
University, Lang- Doctor Degree from the North- ject, Inc.
meeting.
I ston, Oklahoma, where her
•
Dr. Hale said that five days husband Dr. William Hale isIL
•
of business meetings and lee- president.

Dallas Is Host For

A&I Will Hold Summer

AKA's 43rd Meeting Commencement Aug.25
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THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington

5274150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea

To Help Build

(AN YOU USE

BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 e.m.• 12 p.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 Coll•ri
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone

GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemore
.1. B. SUNDRY
615 Vonce Avenue

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE4N GROCERY
171 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. lAcLontero

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1 297 Lauderdale

KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollontin•
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.

948.4576
Pres. & Del. Service,

KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Voll•ntins
272-3112
Free Delivery

SUAREZ PHARMACY

1046 Thomas
525-8811 - 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276-2588

L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance

Prof. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S EX ACO
SERVICE STATION

MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue

f

MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks

337 Mitchell Road

NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648

TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
.455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY

303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLemore

ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service

JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Avenue
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GRO.
2268 Park Ave.
BELLE VUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GRO.
1804 S. B•Ilevue
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GRO.
3540 Weaver Rd.

POST OFFICE BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG #2
209 Beale.
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.

WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road

WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
.526-9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Chelsia
LINCOLN SUNDRY

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale

652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans

918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell

SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948.4531

74e Peace 7o, 9tt7e614.441.4

Two-Day Conference
Opens Acad,emic Year ,

oca I Airman Given
Commendation Medal

SAN BERNARDINO, Calif. cated at Edwards, March,
Technical Sergeant Jesse F. Norton and Vandenberg Air
'Pointer son of Mrs. Jannie M. Force Bases within a 48 hour
Pointer of 542 Cambridge, notice.
.,
A two-day f a c ulty con- uates in business and there is Memphis, received the U.S.
He is a member of the Air
ference, Aug. 27-28, will usher,a growing demand."
Air F o r c e Commendation Force Systems
Command
in the 1968-69 academic year
at Norton which develops scientific conMedal recently
Lionel
A.
Arnold,
dean
of
for LeMoyone-Owen College.!
cepts and operational systhe college, has been granted' AFB, Calif.
LeMoyne, now in its 98th a year's leave to complete his I Sergeant Pointer was dec- tems such as new aircraft,
year, and 14-year-old Owen dissertation leading to a Ph.D. orated for meritorious service missiles and space boosters,
degree at Drew University. as a data programming tech- and operates launching, trackduring the summer. Owen Dr. Ernest Hooper, a former nician at the Space and Mis- 1 ing, and recovery facilities for
records and other facilities dean of LeMoyne and now a sue Systems Organization at the nation's many space prohave been moved to the Le- professor of history at Middle Norton.
,
grams.
Moyne campus, 807 Walker. Tennessee State
The sergeant, a graduate of
University He demonstrated outstanding
freshman
orientationThe
will return to the LeMoyne. versatility in processing the Father Bertrand High School,
registration period is scheduled Owen campus to serve as Regional
Payroll
involving; attended S a n B e r nardino
for Aug. 29. Sophomores will acting dean.
38,000 military personnel la li (Calif.; Valley College.
Aug.
register the morning of
30, and juniors will be enrolled
the afternoon oflAug. 30. Registration for seniors will take
PALOMAR PICTURES INTERNATIONAL yews
place the morning of Aug. 31,
and transfer and unclassified
students are to be enrolled the
afternoon of Aug. 31.
First semester classes will
begin Sept. 3, and Dr. Hollis
F. Price, president of LeMoyne
Owen, anticipates an enrollment of between 800 and 825.
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, who
was president of Owen, is now
the development officer for
LeMoyne-Owen. Both he and Dr
Price will discuss "Our Heritages" at the opening faculty
conference. Also scheduled t o
address the facultY is the Rev.
Charles H. Fitzgerald, director
of promotion for the Tennessee
Baptist Missionary and Education Convention. The convention which founded and supported Owen, will continue to
give financial and spiritual
support to LeMoyne-Owen.
LeMoyne was founded in
1870 by the Congregational
Church, now the United
Church of Christ.
LeMoyne's enrollment last
year was about 650. Owen had
around 400 students.
LeMoyne, originally a high
"11*****411"1141111***0***140.4c
school, became a four-year
ION ing in ...
laughing
liberal arts college in 1930.
Dr. Price said LeMoyneOwen will offer new courses in
the fall leading to an undergraduate degree in business
administration. He said "there
is a shortage of Negro grad--

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARP
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIM

CALL

01. EVE:7.3
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PH. FA 7-6031
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CHANNEL 5
WMC-TV
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SUNDAY NIGHT

WIN
up to
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like
money...and fun ... and
games ... and stars ...
"Win with the Stars" is
the sh ow for you! It is a
sh cw the whole family
can enjoy so pick up
Y au. FREE Game Card
at your Fay crite BIG
STAR!
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140
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COLONIAL
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With this coupon and $5
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coupon to a family. Expires
August 20th
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Former Rust Teacher Listed With Scholars

Vinyl-Clad

GREENSBORO, N C. — Dr. publications: WHO'S WHO IN4hat she has been chosen for Having a variety of interests,
Clara Barnes Jenkins, a form- THE SOUTH AND SOUTH- i inclusion in the publications she is a notary public in the
er instructor at Rust College, WEST:
state of North Carolina.
WHO'S
WHO
OF because
of her achievement,'
Holly Springs, Miss.. and pre- AMERICAN WOMEN; WHO'S .
y reason of experience and!
D
sently a visiting professor in WHO IN AMERICAN EDUCA. training,
of a stature of
the Department of Education TION; THE NATIONAL GOLD
at North Carolina Agricultural BOOK OF DISTINGUISHED scholarly work associated with Obscure Glass
and Technical State University WOMEN; THE ROYAL BLUE the doctorate degree, coupled
ith presently continued achas been nominated by the BOOK: THE DICTIONARY OF,tiwys-y
1
it in such work.
, American Council of Learned!
Eye
TV'
!INTERNATIONAL
B I OGRA-1
! Dr Jenkins holds the posi, PHY, and others
lion of professor of educa- A unique way to camouflage
! Her biographical data in the tion at Saint Paul's College, a wall-mounted TV set is by
DIRECTORY OF AMERICAN Lawrenceville, Virginia during covering the screen with an
SCHOLARS will appear in Part
the regular school year. Dur- obscure glass panel. When the
IV-Philosophy, Religion, and ing the summer sessions, she room is lighted, the glass looks
Law with a cross reference in works as a professor in the like a mirror; when the room
AMERICAN MEN OF SCIEN- graduate area of education is darkened, and the set
CE.
at North Carolina Agricultural turned on, the picture shows up
She
has
been
informed and Technical State University. clearly.

Hides

MEN'S WEAR

Windows Used
Fal
l
Shi
rt
Styl
es Reflect
In FHA Project
A new deve1opnntFHA Hollywood's Golden
Era
housing

for the elderly is the
By WALTER LOGAN
of new low maintenance
was with a Barrsrmore collar. peen collar which
you can pi
Even the big three
y -c a
wood windows and The wordr
fo last
1a
spring's Van
Arr
"
,
or
not
and
the
for
first time
Heusen and Manhattan
gliding doors. The first fede- shirts was -superco1or " This I report that
white shirts are a washable cotton Shetland
rally-sponsored project to
'less than 50 per cent as com- which looks and feels like wool.
use fall there is more of the same'
them is Walnut Towers in ' but more spectacular with pared with nearly 100 per cent The Schiaparelli tine includes
a few years ago.
a two inch high collar in 20 to
minichecks and stripes relievHagerstown, Md.
colors.
ing the solids and all in deep Permanent press and drip 25 dark and•handsome
••
The window and door units,
tones.
dry are featurer of even the
Excello puts the emphasis on
manufactured by the Anderwildest fashion shirt. The wide- colors and collars.
The MadiThere are long pointed colsen Corporation and marketed
DR. CLARA JENKINS
lars like the ones John Barry- spread collar, somewhat high- son line runs from steel grey
under the name Perma-Shield, more used to wear, contrast- er with more spread is still the through taupe and claret. A
Societies for inclusion in the
style leader but there are some madras-like weave
called Suav- fifth edition of the
feature a vinyl sheathing over ing collars and cuffs like Al new pinned collars.
DIRECFrench
weve
is
in
blue,
cranberry,
Capone used to wear and
cin- TORY OF AMERICAN SCHOLa
preservative treated
wood matching ties and shirts like cuffs are on everything includ- anmon, oxblood.
ARS.
core. They do not require publisher Roy Howard used to ing traditional button downs.
Colors range from chocolate
Stripes in the Dorchester The fifth edition of the pub-'
wear.
painting, and will not pit, rust
brown through deep purple, shirt are white framed against lication is in preparation and
* •.
deep red to not-qui`? Navy — dark grounds. The "Torso" will be edited by the Jaques
or corrode Welded insulating
Only one high fashion house
and a thousand dark shades in has a seamed back like a Cattell Press of Tempe, Ani-,
glass is standard.
showed a white shirt and it
waiter's jacket for a close fit, zona in 1968-69.
between.
and the colors range from
Henry Grethel, product man- soothing Aegean blue to blind- A resident of Henderson.
North Carolina, Dr. Jenkins :
ager and stylist for the C. F. ing raspberry and slate.
is a graduate of the public
Hathaway Co., who helped pioneer the deep tones a year ago, Van
Heusen's
Hampshire schools of that city and of
aimed this year for a young House joins the haute couture Henderson Institute. Her baclook and got it with an opulent ranks in such solid colors as culaureate degree was earned:
layout he called the golden age raspberry and mint green. with honors from Winston-Salof Hollywood — the days of There is a new spread collar, em Teachers College.
, Valentino, Barrymore, Bogart the Europa which is flat, fused, She received the
master's,
I and Cagney, the look of the with no stitches and is shorter degree from North Carolina
,
and slightly higher.
matinee idol.
College at Durham and follow;
* •
Stripes are really gangster — ed that with the doctorate
I Those are stripes ranging white on deep red and almost from the University of
Pittsfrom narrow white stripes on navy. For the more conserva- burgh. Dr. Jenkins has done
a very deep blue (Valentino) tive there are bankers checks additional study at New York
to navy and dark grey stripes which are mini and, very hand- University and at the Univeron white (Bogart). Collars are some, a stripe against a pin- sity of North Carolina. Chapel:
higher and wider to show more dot background.
Hill. She is a former recipient'
•••
linen and all of his fall shirts
of a fellowship from the FaculGant sticks largely to the ty Fellowship Committee
are geared for the Big Knot
of
made famous by the Duke of button down which has made it the United Negro College Fund
the campus favorite. But it and a recipient of a subsidy
Windsor.
presents u n inhibited colors for advanced study from
the
There are Tiffany stripes and daring striper to
get rid of Department of Schools and
(two tones of the same color), the button down
image. A Colleges
of the
American
staggered stripes, crepe type toasted orange called
bronze Baptist
C o nvention, Valley
fabrics, a silk look. And with
them the manufacturers are and a mustard yellow called Forge, Pennsylvania.
showing 4-and-5-inch wide ties. brass were two of the better She holds membership in
numerous educational and proManhattan, which once colors.
fessional organizations and in
meant only white, is the 1 'g
New are minichecks, framed'honorary societies. She is listed
surprise. The collar in the high
as a biographee in the followfashion Custom Limited group stripes and three-color stripes ing national and international
is high and wide and the colors run together in an ombre efhave such exotic names as fect. And there is a non button
sangri a, smoke sky, grass down BD, a new
pin collar and
green, high sky, acid (golden
mustard) and before Christ- a soft spread. Gant also shows
mas the same thing in con- silk shirts "right out of the
trasting colors — putty with 20s" for $25, and mostly
in
chocolate brown, deep grey
1920
stripes.
with light grey, deep raspuse

berry with almost-raspberry Creighton, which also
aims
Sangria, and
packages of
for
the
university
man,
the
matching
handkerchief
tie,
and shirt plus a venture into conservative one, dropped its
a dressed up traditional look! spread collar because
Hot pink blossoms are gathered for this captivating cucollege
that includes button downs as!
lotte pajama by Hollywood Vassarette. Simply styled in
men
won't
wear
them
addbut
well as buttonless buttonNylon tricot — with contrast piping at cuffs and closure.
ed
the
downs.
Wilshire
collar
which
is
From the Tropic-Of-Color sleepwear collection.
The old Ivy League look in- a non-buttoned down BD and
cludes
deep
tones
solids,
stripes, striated stripes and will take a pin.
French cuffs.
Colors were darker but somedowntown • union ave.
.• *
what more subdued than the
soothland mall
Barry
Boonshaft.
another'
style leader who makes Oleg! hyacinth blues and mulberry
-•,•••••••
Cassini shirts, shows 15 colors!seen in the avant garde lines.
• * •
,
darker and deeper — including ,
emerald
green,
ruby,
bankers,
A.
fashion specialists in sizes
Arrow shows st:ipes in a
grey, topaz and bronze. There
78 to 60 and 161/a to 32/
1
2
Bonnie
and Clyde look and
are long points as well as
spread and in color combina- their fashion collar is a Maditions that look like changeable son which is slightly flared.
taffeta.
There is a horizontal hair- The big thing is wardrobe
line stripe, miniscule checks;sets with matching ties and
and end on end weaves in. handkerchiefs in high shade
color combinations. There is:
striping and, very new and a
a pure silk for 922.50 and for,
evening the same deep tones! prediction for the future, a
with a fly front and fine tuck- knitted dress shirt of 50 per
ing.
Pierre Cardin (made by Ea- cent cotton, 50 per cent Dagle) shows long, long pointed cron.
Barrymore-type collars with a
A few other goodies: Wren
stiff lining and a removable
stay in 14 colors ranging from shows a shadow striped broadwhite (it's only almost non- cloth with a wider cuff treatsizes 38 to 32
existent in stylish shirts these ment. Truval shows a neat
days) to black with such things
stripe with an angled cuff.
as mustard and persimmon in
Sero
shows a two toned mini'between. Fine
-tom stripes,
, a heathery weave and fine pin check broae-' 'h.
dots join the regular stripes
Wing also shows a miniand checks.
Eagle itself shows an Ameri- check; v'-iro shows a hendsome
triacetate
Arn•I
can version of the long Euro- horizontal stripe with a very
and rayon In a
spread collar.
lightweight men-
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Curley Stretch Wigs..$19.95
Mini - Wig
$19.95
Shortie Wig
$19.95

($29.95 SPECIALS)
Long Machine Made Wig....$29.95
Long-Long Falls
$29.95
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$39.95
$8.95
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Make the most of their
"Wonder Years"
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a

satin stroked
skimmer
16.00

fabria Is
styled In a figure
.
flattering skimmer.

DENTURES It Started With
HURT?
A Paper Moon

swear

.. a sunder band
of satin etstlines the
neckline and flows
grac•fully to th•
hemline ... washable of course .. .
cheese bless •r
wine.
MAIL ORDERS: acid O.
poulbge plus 4% tan fur
Telmesime delivery.

ii

I STOUT
DOvneT0w14 •
UNION Aviii. •

wsirrinitivn4 •

SHOPPE

II4 $O. AWN
• s27-6436
1..1 UNION
• 274411
/68
SOUTHLAND MALL • ~NA

Even the best fitting dentures Csli be Pale.
fol. New medicated cream recommended
bg
many dentists relieves tender sore spots.
When dentures irritate gums, apPilf
0115-151 I for fast, long-lasting relief. Special anti -irritant base helps comfortable
adjustment. Antiseptic too, soothes and
helps prevent denlute odor and inAve
fection. Don't suf- l
end W
fet;applyORA-111.•
now, and relieve
ousel_
gum pain he secbads
Ask pharmacist for

ora-Jo1d

ILL

4-0141067

2114.

Home furnishings made of
paper are becoming less a
fad and more a fact of life
Consumers like paper fabrics
and accessories because they're
inexpensive, come in a wide I
range of colors, can be discarded instead of cleaned and,
are less likely to be stored
away when their usefulness
is outlived.

S89 00 value Human Hair Wigs
WHOLESALE
$16 50 each 2 for $27 50 Any color Money
back
Guarantee Send 53 00 on C.O.D.orders toDISCOUNT
102 W Sedgwick
Philadelphia Pa

--440#4.10

During the "Wonder Years"—the formative
years,ages one through twelve,your children
develop in many ways.They actually grow
to90% of their adult height.To help make the
most of their"Wonder Years," be sure to
serve nutritious Wonder Enriched Bread...
now in the Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.
The special Sta-Fresh wrapper holds
moisture in,is actually airtight. And Wonder's
wrapper has a plastic fastener that you
simply twist to open,twist to close. No inner
band makes it easier to take slices out, put
them in again.
•
Notice the Good Housekeeping Seal on
Wonder's wrapper,too.It's your added assurance
that Wonder is baked with the finest iagredients •
for the most flavor and nutrition.
4P—

• aki

.
ip• WOND
' ..
„...., 7.1.10,04•0ER
41.1“10
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Helps build strong bodies 12 ways!.
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New Yorkers Predict GOP Top Defeat
MIAMI, FLA.
Dedicated from Queens' Voice
pablisher,, roquested that his name not telephone): "I had hoped that
Republican Negroes who ar•
Kenneth
rew,
who
stated:
city
this
I be used, had this to say: "They Governor Rockefeller
that
has long
rived in
wont(
feel as though the policy -mak- picked a worse
ken a winter playground for
running mate have the
ers
nomination,
in
but
since
the
Republican Party for Nixon than William Miller
the affluent, were expressing
shock, disbelief and the pre- have turned their backs on the and I didn't think that they he did not I cannot feel that I
Peopl.Back
We have gotten would dig any deeper then can, personally,
diction that the top of the GOP
at this time
the 'brush' but come Novem- that.
ticket would go down to defeat
What was wrong with
evaluate
ber,
the
way my vote
the Blacks will be voting Lindsay!"
with the selection of Maryland
will go wherein the top of the
Governor Spiro T. Agnew as Democratic.
Mrs. Lucille Pickett Williams, the ticket is concerned. I
Richard M. Nixon's running "I feel that Agnew, as the co-leader of Harlem's largest
am planning to wait until I
mate in the second place pe• Governor of Maryland, h a populated Black district
— 'can determine if the Black
shown that he is a bigot. This the 74th Assembly District —
sition.
People of America will get
The initial disappointment, move did more to wreck the voiced deep concern over the
more through the Democratic
New
among the
York delega- Republican Party than even entire GOP ticket and expresnominations. Perhaps the failtion, came late Wednesday Goldwater
accomplished
in sed hopes that within New ure, within the Republican
evening with the first ballot 1964. This is an injustice to all York the Black voter would
Party's
recognition of
the
choice of Nixon as the Presi- Black People. And this came consider the gains by electing
Black
Man,
began before the
dential candidate. Most had from the top of the Republican local Black candidates and that
Miami convention. It began
been in the Nelson Rockefeller Party. If they are willing to future GOP conventions would
when too few Negroes were
lose
17
and
'camp'
refused to budge
million votes, they are reflect this upsurge of power.
named as delegates and alterright to the last name on the willing to go down to defeat in
November. They made their Beauty tycoon and promi- nates!"
roll call.
nent independent thinker — as Most resentment of the
Most heated denouncement own choice."
a voter — Mrs. Rose Morgan — choice of Maryland Governor
of the GOP Party politics came One New York delegate, who
stated, back in New York (via Spiro Agnew as Nixon's running mate was caused by his
"unknown qualities" since few
members of Negro Republicans
In convention attendance had
ever heard of him. None had
met him, except two Negro
delegates. However, none were
impressed by either the man
or his record.

Oscar Mayer all meat Wiener
Oscar Mayer all beef Wieners
Oscar Mayer bologna

lb. 7ift

12 oz. pkg.
b7
64
5
Roy. pkg. 49;
Oscar Mayer Pickle & Pimento, Soiced
Luncheon Cooked Solomi or L.ver
Cheese '
&az pkg. 55c

Enter Our
Contest
'I Joined The Kroger
Revolution because"...
MY

%‘••‘"

FREE FOO •
Fora WE
("In

Westinghouse
Gives $5,000

50 carr FROM AMERICAN — LeMoyne-Owen College received a gift of $500
this week from American

Airlines. Don Haynes,
right, district sales manager for American, presented the check to Dr.

rot,••••••,.•.

Buy 1st Gal.

w

‘ONOMMEN..11..

Re'rular -1.99 A Callous

At Reg. Price

1OL Get 2nd Gal.
SUPE,
COLOR PA

lint9er

1
1110
9°14e9

Ladies,you can tut
your food tuft wifh

w•Alaidleii*W11111~~1418611111PIPIMAIIINKRIMIXEMIMPANIIMMIC1900111111•

Last 3-Days Of Sears
Spectacular Savings Sale
INTERIOR LATEX

Sears
_

Hollis F. Price, president
of the college. H. P. Oliver
is city manager for the
airlines.

ATLANTA, Ga. — Dr. Thomas D. Jarrett, Chairman, Interim Administrative Committee, Atlanta University, has announced that the Trustees of
Westinghouse Education Foundation recently made a grant
of $5,000 to the University for
use in the academic program
of the Graduate School of Business Administration.
The presentation was made
in recognition of the services
the University and its School
of Business are providing to
the community by Mr. C.E.
Bartlett, Westinghouse Vice
President in Atlanta.

GALLONS
FOR

FREE!

LATEX
FLAT

$

99

Guaranteed 1 -Coat
Interior Latex Flat
If ea gallonfaile to cover any color
with just one coat, when applied eta
rate not to exceed 450 sq. ft. oer gallon, or fails to be colorfast or was'nable when washed as directed, or
fails to resist spotting from soap,
water or deteigent, we will furnish'
addiHona: point to assure coverage
or refund complete purchase price.

EVERYDAYLo WEST PRICE
*66'666666 R6666666666666/Yim

(((,(((/((16(i

NKROGER
>c)

With this coupon andS5.00
additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
produc;s.

limit

NO MONEY DOWN on Seats Easy Payment Plan

AITE 1

Pork Chops

lb.

LARGE - GRADE A

Fresh Hens

--711L
-14

lb.

79c five kinds of
SWANDO•

Cream Pies

399

• Reg.,6.(18

Gallon

Ganoil •
Self-priming—resists chipping and peeling. Won't
dis-color from fumes or
hour.
smog. Dries in

Mayonnaise
One-Coat Latex

House Paint
Reg. 4.99

pkg.

699'

Reg. ;3.50 pallor'

599

Un s urpassed protection
and durability for your
home. rasy to • apply.
Dries in just hour!

Defies milcirew, co.,: . in
one coat Non-chalking,
rinses cleat' Comr., i n
whife o'nlv .

qt. 49c c

New 5-Way Latex
Semi-Gloss Enamel
Reg. !.1.98

100
50
50
50
50
100
50
50

766

U.S. Choice Tenderay

Durable performance for
lasting beauty. .1 coat,
washable,colorfast spotresistant.
•

ROUND STEAK
lb.

••••

11•1.

ea. 23'

KRAFT
•

89c

RI AD')
SKCKLING PASI I
•

50

GOLDEN RIPE
Reaulvr-Nlixed Quarts
of Sparkling Pa Sie
Reg. .13..9 Quart

"41

Sears Oil Base
Paint Thinner
Sears Price

Eroxv Enamel in
Eats's-To-Use- Spray

122

Fills Oren small blemTains oil base paint to
ishes in plaster, wood
right consistency for even
and wallgoardrinnireYer
spreading. Clean brushes.
vinyl resin.
Satisfaction Gieniontrcrkpr Your Ifoncv Back
SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
SCANS, NOESUCIC AND CO.

WHITEHAVEN
1200 Southland Mall
396-5151

Reg. 1.79

144

Dries in% hour to a hard.
gloss finish. paint spray
covers up to 20 sq. ft..

2-In. 100% NNloll
Bristle Paint Brush
Reg. 1.19

$1

Heal for touch-up and
trim work. Applies latex
or oil paints smoothly.

Paint Dept.,, Sears Whitehaven, Sears Poplar,
Sears Crosstown, Sears Third St.
POPLAR
4570 Poplar
682-1511

CROSSTOWN
495 N. Crosstown

276-0411

THIRD ST.
906 S. Third
525-0225

Bananas
"COIT" BRAND

Cantaloupes

50
50
50

lb. 10`
3 for $100

TENDER GOLDEN
Fresh Corn 10 ears for

50
50

69'

Get Ynur Bonus of Top Value Stamps

9
25c
6
8

CAKE MIXES

29'

BANQUET FROZEN

•-•°'
Nes. Pure-Purc

1

[b-*ccpt
TOP

Top:
VALUEI

CENTER RIB CUT

The dripless. 1a:1-bodied fonnula spreads
amooth and even. Finish remains colorfast, washable and spot-resistant.

MILDFw•DEFTING
HOUSE AN,P
TRIM PAIN.

.0

999Y999922999)929) 22999922

499

Regular 7.49
a Gat!on

flUARANTEE

Kroger's...

•

5 lb. bag

A c.:a.ity paint that's tops in convenience
....it's ciripless and easy-spreading. Safe
for childrens' room because it's lead-free.
There's a pleasant fragrance, too, while
painting. Quick drying.

p•'04,,,or nreler p•••.,C
•• P••••,
•,,,Jr•AL

Exterior latex
House Paint

A

k
I\

50
50
.15
25

Exp.
FOR EXTRA TOP ). ALUE STAMPS 8/20
t iii a 1 i
Pledgi•
a

„„1,

ii

a .!..11. Rau
Bar. Lemon or Ginger
Snaps.)

,(.4

Sir ay Starch

\S id: si x
111'0.1111 'ICA Mix
itli a In1.4.1 liWlKriimer
Family Pride Buffered Aspiriti
Ovei.
Point,' Chips

Pij
15

1E]

„„ii

Berl to
‘%iiii 3-11.....1 .we (i..rond
Cuck
h
3•11)S. Of !gr. hula,
Tendetai Beef Roast
,uith 2-11y pky. Market-Made
Pork Sausaee
pigs. Ilorakfast
Pork Chops

.ith

„ith?

-ii
'
.2cinuoirrwith 3-II). sir 3.11).
iintiv Glob Canned Ilatn
with "Family Pak- Jiffy Veal
Steaks
Kruger
Loorli Meatc

,%itith.n1-11).pkvi.

El
fill
El
El

1151
El

with a filif Watermelon

j171

with 10-lbs. Potatoes
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Black Knights Told
No Brutality Exists

SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, 1968

•

'0.1" Working With Juniors

, Local Soldier
In Maryland

LOS ANGELES — Summer-, teen teams function as units in in each sport, will be awarded, selves to their studies,
and motime is: competition, field trips,, each sport. Each team is under trophies. Every youngster who tivate them toward
continuing
teamwork,
marine
biology,! the supervision of an individual has attended the program's ac- their education in college.
Mayor Henry Loeb denied The Black Knights
claim
the existence of police bru- that they will stop taking movies, astronomy, and havingl counselor. Most of the counsel- tivities consistently will get a
Although there is a sizable
tality, late last week at a complaints to "figureheads" 0.J. Simpson teach you how to i ors are USC graduate students, USC Sports Club block letter
waiting list, the Mini College
meeting with in his office with appointed by Loeb to give them take a hand-off and run with a' and all of them are experiAlthough the academic side enrollment
football.
enced in youth leadership.
was limited to 45,
representatives of the Black the "run around".
of the USC Neighborhood Sum- co-ordinator
Summertim
e
is
discovering
Knights. Inc
.
The organization has 1,800
Sporting brightly-colored jer. mer Youth Program is small- tention to each youngster,
Tht'5
The Black Knights, a mili- members but according to Mr. that learningis
actant organization, was founded Collins, "We are not open for hundreds of Los Angeles seys given to them b USC er in numbers, it is no less in- goal of giving maximum attensive
and comprehensive, ac- cording
by Warren Lewis, a local bar- membership at the present youngsters who live near the each team has chosen its septo Brian Heimerl, the
arate designation — ranging cording to university officials. USC graduate
University
of
Southern
ber and civic leader,
Cantorwho is program
to time". The Black Knights are
pilot
educational
A
from
program
the "Rampaging Rams"
bridge the gap of communi- self-supporting and do not ask ida are finding their summer.
because of the experimental
for junior high school boys and
"These young men have an to the "Green Berets."
cations between the black for donations.
girls, Mini College is opening nature of the program and the
unusual
opportunity
to
community and City Hall.
learn
They plan to provide protecAt the end of the program, new vistas of the arts and sci- Seventy-five per cent of the
Maurice Collins, Charles No- tion for Dr. Ralph Abernathy the game from the nation's top members of the team which ences
to encourage the young- Mini Collegians have perfect
bel and Chris Turner mem- and Mrs. Martin Luther King coaches, and it's paying off. has accrued the most points,:
sters to develop their individu- attendance records, Heimerl
bers of the board of directors 1 when they arrive in Memphis They've come a long way since based on attendance and
wins] al potential, to apply them- said.
the beginning of the program,
of the Black Knights met with for the SCLC Convention.
mayor told the members of the Mr. Collins said, "Inasmuch
v
teams
find reasons for the existence as the police can't be every- are playing polished football
of police brutality. Mayor Loeb where to provide the protection for their age."
replied emphatically, "Police necessary, we have taken it Dennis said the team
conbrutality does not exist". The upon ourselves to protect the cept is an integral part
of the
mayor told th emembers thel staff members of SCLC." Mr. program, designed to
proorganization to take their prob- Collins did not comment on the l mote healthy competition. Thirlems to the director of Fire type of protection they would
and Police, Frank Holloman. supply

NAPFE's Convention
Set For Miami Beach

Private W. V. Flynn, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Flynn of
1380 East Trigg ave., has completed basic training at Fort
Campbell, K y ., and
was
assigned to Fort Huachuca,
Ariz. as a clerk typist.
He is presently in LaPlata,
Maryland, working in the Recevier Stati on USASTRA
COM at the East Coast Telecommunications Center.
A 1965 graduate of Hamilton
High School, he attended Tennessee Add State University.
He is to be married to Miss
Alistine Hoover in September.
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Veteran's
Corner

Q. — When I get out of service I'll still have to finish high
school. Would it be smart for
Postmaster General W. Mar- the Alliance under the leadervin Watson will address the ship of President Beatrice R. me not to use my G. I. Bill edopening session of the Na- Simkins of Boston, meeting at ucation and training entitletional Alliance of Postal and the same time, has as its ment while completing high
Federal Employees' Fifty-fifth theme: "The Role of the Ne- school so that I can have all
Anniversary Convention at gro Woman in These Changing of it available for college?
A. — There is no need to
10:30 a.m. Tuesday, August 20. Times."
"save" your entitlement for
This Convention at the Eden The press in invited to cover
Roc Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla. the Public Meeting and the college. Last year Congress
passed a law permitting vetis expected to attract one Convention Banquet.
erans to receive an educational
thousand delegates and visitors
assistance allowance (6130 a
to this resort city.
month for a single veteran in
Ashby G. Smith, national
full-time training) from the
president, states that this will
Veterans Administration while
be the largest Convention in
completing high school. This
the union's history and the m
•
allowance will not be charged
most significant.
against your full entitlement
Additional speakers for the
to college level training under
Convention include. Howard
the G. I. Bill.
Jenkins, Jr
recentlysworn
Q. — Can I buy a particular
for a second fyear term
house I would like under the
on the National Labor RelaG.I. loan program even
ions Board; Timothy May, W. T. Bankston, Sr., of 111 though
the seller insists on getPost general counsel for t h e College at., Apt. 1, was hono- ting more
than the VA appraisOffice
and
the
Honorable ored on his birthday on Wed- al price?
Claude Pepper, Congressman nesday night, July 24, when A —
Yes you may, provided
from the Eleventh Congression- members of the s enior choir that you
are willing to pay in
al tiatrict of Florida.
of St. Peter Baptist Church cash the difference between
Mr. Jenkins will address the visited him.
the amount on the Veterans
pre-Convention Public Meeting
Mr. Bankston, a shut-in for Administration Cerfificate of
on the evening of August 19
Appraisal and the actual selland Congressman Pepper will the past 16 years, was 65 lag
price of the house.
years
He
old.
former
is
mema
be the speaker at the ConvenQ. — I would like very much
ber of the choir.
tion Banquet August 22.
to serve as a volunteer in a
In addition to strengthening Among -those present were VA hospital
but my free time
the internal organization of the Mrs. Annie E. Foote, Mrs. is limited
to a couple of hours
union, this Convention will Jonette Hill, Mrs. Ernestine during
the middle of the day.
study the Report of the Presi- Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. and Is there
a need for volunteer
dent's Commission on Postal Tayio r, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. help
during these odd hours?
Organization for the possible Foster and children,
A. — There certainly is. The
effects its recommendations Mrs. Marie Jones, Mrs. Davis, Veterans
Administration Volwould have on postal em- Mrs. Della Jackson, Mrs.
untary Service can use help
ployees.
Reacie Teasley, Mrs. Clara just about any hour
of the day,
An intensive workshop, out- Marzette and the twins, Ja- any
day of the week, generally
lining the Alliance's New Ap- ram( and Patricia; Mrs. E. between 9:00 a.m.
and gm
proach to Equal Employment Covington, Mrs. Fannie Noble,
p.m. There are all kinds of
Opportunity in the Federal Mr. and Mrs, L. Jors, Mr.
jobs to be done. Check with
Service, will be held on August Bankston's grandson, Shawn
your local VA hospital. Your
21.
Xavier, and Rev. and Mrs. interest and assistance will be
The Women's Auxiliary of C. J. Gaston.
most appreciated.

VINGS!

Hurry.•.
Don't Miss These
Specially Price-Slashed!

DEPARTMENT STORES
hew eatoilOft, modeotetaitig

SALE

BEACH HATS
Stylesfor Ladies and Girls

Perini
Vacati

Cloth & Straw Beach Hats. Wide-Brims,
scarf trims, colors galore. Great for the
money.

,chani
Ound

47c & $1" 47c & 138
LADIES

Mid-Sunoner

CLEAR/Oat
DRESSES
ERMisses,8c HalfSises

P

AMAZING PRE-SEASON SAVINGS!

GIRLS

BRIGHT BEACH BAG BUYS.

Fantastic

etites,Jrs.,

More Sportswear
Bargains
LADIES' SUMMER SHIRTS & SHORTS

LOW-SLUNG BELTED JUMPER. Bonded AcriIan* Acrylic check. Brown, Navy, or Loden on
white with yoke for better fit. Sizes 6-16.
2-PC. JUMPER SET- Bonded Coloray* Rayon
jumper with low-slashed armholes and
squared-off neckline. Woven stripe long sleeve
turtleneck blouse to match. Sizes 8-16. Gray,
Brown, Green. Only 2 of a beautiful assortment, hurry in for your favorites now!

138•188
lla

41111

,uper value saring!

LADIES' SUMMER SKIRTS

288 •388

7
8.47 to 11.9

Reg.
STYLE:.
& 2-PC. ool easycutorrts, Suramer-c

MORE.
SR1FTS,
Solids.
biA.NY,%ANY
&
Prints
fabrics.
care

x0[10

2-PC. CAPRI SETS & COORDINATES

ezit •$6
Girls' & Jr. Boys'
Savings!

ALL-WEATHER
WINDBREAkERS

SALE

fORLS' ACTIVE SPORTSWEAR

138 ea
'

•

GIRLS'S 1 & 2-PC. SWIM SUITS

10.97-13.97
Reg.

6.77-8.77

Loads of Savings!
Current Fashions!

We Welcome
SCLC
Delegation

1"•288
1"•2"

U ()oleo's
Reg. 3.97
value!

GIRLS' SUMMER DRESSES

3-PC.
& Many
2
1,
REDIICED
legs etc.
GREA.TLY
Bikinis, boy Prints & Solshifts.
.
•.
jackets &
hing
STYLESmatc
3O38ids. Sizes

Reg.

NYLON
TAFFETA
&
AN RI1.49
RAYON/COTTON POPLIN JACKETS.
Wide variety of styles and bright colors to
8
choose from! Hooded and mandarin 2button collars. Wash and wear for little or
PAJAMAS
'
/ no ironing ... fast drying and cannot
shrink. Zip-fronts and drawstring waistlines.. Durable, warm and water repel", lent. Wind resistant. Sizes S-M-L. Grab
several at this low price!

JP.. BOYS' SHORTS, SWIM
TRUNKS & DECK PANTS

78d • 13

197

JP. BOYS' SUMMER

PERMANENT PRESS
PROPORTIONED PANTS

SAY

Wooko's
Own Brand "Britannia"

only

Britannia
Great IFoolco
Special!

"GALLEY & LORD" PERMANENT PRESS FABRIC with
"Come Clean" Soil Release Finish: Even oily stains come out
in one home washing! Back-zippered. .. stretch waistband.
Never needs ironing! Black. Navy, Brown, Loden Green.
Porportioned Sizes Short (8-16), Average (8-18) Tall (12-20)
for perfect fit!

5100 PARK-

SHOP AT BOTH
• Honest Prices
WOOLCO
• Free Service
STORES
• Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Low

r

1

BACK-TO-SCHOOL
1 & 2-PC. JUMPERS

Former Choir
ember Cited
On Birthday

Inc,

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
/1

SA

0
'
1•1*-'
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14 Migrant

Farm Workers Find Aid
At Service Center Near Cairo

CAIRO, I — )me 500 mi- cousin and Michigan to
har- and food, coffee, donuts, and
gratory farm workers are be- vest a variety of crops and milk for the children.
ing helped each ‘teek at a are expected to remain in the Most of the migrants have
new wayside center opened northern states through Octo- enough food, Mrs. Pang says,
with Federal funds on U.S.I her"but I've seen 30 or more
highway 51 north, about seven Mrs. Pang, a long-time babies, mostly Negro, with promiles north of this southern worker in the migrant-help truding pot-bellied stomachs
Illinois city.
field, likes to stand in the from hunger. Most of them are
The center, first of its kind doorway of her one-story con- from Mississippi. Their legs
• in Illinois, is one of 11 set up crete block office at the side are so thin that children of
• by the Migrant Service Center of the road, "so I can see eight resemble children of two
" project of Washington, ll.(., them when they pull in and go years."
with a $600,000 grant iron), the out and greet them."
Mrs. Pang has hopes of inOffice of Economic Oppor- Attractive orange signs de stalling some 200 cots in the
tunity.
picting a farm worker haul- Ithnois Migrant School, at
The site was selected be- ing a basket of produce on his Cairo, to meet the influx excause it is a main thorough- shoulder are posted up and pected in the fall as the workfare for northbound migratory down the highway from the ers finish harvesting and pick• workers from
:Mississippi, center to catch the eye of bus ing and begin their southward
MEDAL WIN NER—U.S.
Air Command, is an acGeorgia, Alabama, Louisiana, and truck drivers hauling the journey home. She is also
hard at work fitting out a
Mr Force Staff Sergeant
counting and fin ance
Texas and New Mexico. Ac- migrants.
supervisor. The sergeant,
cording to Mrs. Geraldine "I like to welcome them as camper trailer at the site. Howard A. Baker, left, son
a graduate of Booker T.
, pang, center manager, they soon as they step off and tell Mrs. Pang says she has asked of Mrs. Susie B. Harris of
Washington High School,
are bound for Indiana, Wis- them that this is their center," Washington to make avail- 1358 Adelaide at., Memphis,
able surplus food, to be stored
receives the Bronze Star
attended the University of
she says.
at the center, for hungry mi- Medal and accompanying
Maryland. His wife,
Waiting
for
the farm work- grant
FOR SALE
certificate at Nellis AFB,
families.
"It
is
irnoic,"
Velma, is the daughter of
ers, tired and dusty from long
FOR YOUR SAFTY,
she says, "that these people Nev., for meritorius service
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lewis
hours
of
traveling,
are
portaDON'T OPEN YOUR
who work so hard to put food while engaged in military
Garrison, Texas. Col.
of
ble
toilets, a shower, a stove
DOOR BEFORE YOU LOOK
operations
ietnam.
V
i
nation
n
on
John
the
the
tables
F. Anderson, base
of
THROUGH
and laundry facilities, cots for
don't earn enough to keep Sergeant Baker, now at
commander, makes the
YOUR DOOR VIEWER
an overnight rest if desired,
their children from the verge Nellis with the Tactical
presentation.
For information call
of starvation."
—
458-3537
addition to surplus food,
Carrie's sheIn says
that supplies of vita:•41111•••1111914L•Jiab
mins and cod liver oil for chilFlorist
dren and babies, respectiveLOAN OFFICE
ly, would be appreciated.
"The migratory farm workGift
162164.166 BEALE ST.
er is no beggar," she says.
MAKES YOU LOOK
hardest,
dirtis
"He
doing the
Shop
MONEY TO LOAN
4ce OLDER THAN YOU ARE
iest work in American socieFLOWERS
children
his
are
Often,
ty.
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
with him toiling in the fields,
Funeral Flowers Cut Flowers
Corsages • Potted Plants
but he has little, or nothing, to
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
We Deliver
show for it at the end of the
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Mrs Carrie Liggins
day."
Mrs Lorean Nelson
workers
cornthe
half
About
846 S. Wellington
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
527-5193
AT YOUR DRUGGIST 946-6613
inc through are Negro and
948-1228
half Mexican-American, she
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450
I says. Mrs. Pang is assisted by
a four-member staff.

DO
WN
MON
NO
EY
First Payment April 1969
All FRIGIDAIRE Air Conditioners Must Go
Some Floor Models, Display Models, Loaners, Few
1968 Models, 1969 Mod•ls, All Carry 5 Year
Factory Warranty...One Year Fre• Servic•

5,000 BTU to 24,000 BTU
FRIGIDAIRE

FRIGIDAIRE

FRIGIDAIRE

AIR CONDITIONER

AIR CONDITIONER

• AIR CONDITIONER

'Tr
111111111111iiiiinge

Lor,
5,000 BTU

A

.5,,
-

model AE-51.K

121

12,000 BTU
Model AP-12304

FRIGIDAIRE FRIGIDAIRE ,FRIGIDAIRE
AIR CONDITIONER

AIR CONDITIONER""WORKHORSE"

AIR CONDITIONER

EPSTEIN

RAY HAIR

1004701110
ger

LICK BLACK

6,000 BTU Model AEC-6M.. 12,000

BTU Model A-1238L
•

24,000 BTU Model A.243111C8

WHY WORRY? LET US
lim••=111•Mir

WIJ
10•111.1•1,

GM

Do Your Illoctrical Wiring Properly. In .tall Your Air Condltion•r. Sell You the
Proper Air Conciiiion•it You Need—and

••••••••
tttISI

Combine All on One Easy-ro-Pay
Contract.

Order by Phone
Immediate
Delivery

MECHANICS WANTED
GAS & DIESEL
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid !
Vacation. Loca) truck leasing cornpan.y has openings for Mechanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN De\VITT at 9dg -46137
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
JL1T EQUAL OPPORt.ukiTri;
"%dPLOY—
ait

PATRONIZE
TRI-STATE DEFENDER

BUY U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

3'

•17..••• ,,•

y.

— ADVERTISING

2574 lamp,

5 I NI

.4585

Phone 743-5370

'68 MODEL CLEARANCE
NEW CARS-DEMOS-EX
OVER L.AA

TO CHOOSE S
FROM
UP TO
•

CAPRICES, IMPALAS, BEL AIRS, CHEVELLES,CAM!1ROS,CHEVY ils
fit

PER MONTH

AS LOW AS $
1150DOWN

Alb•rt McCulley
used cars
366 Union ave.

MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST

361 UNION
PHONE 527-4471

2989 SUMMER
PHONE 323-5594

9
6
8

N11.•

.40

Se's*.

tee tr.

t4C-414,441.,
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Farm Boy, 19, Wins Scholarship
During Brief Stint In Job Corps

!Publishers Establish
Grants In Journalism

Sports
Horizo:
n.

By JOHN DeBERRY
ly and friends. He says that young man who is taking adwhen he goes to Weber Col- vantage of opportunities to imNewspaper award of grants-in-aid to 26 NeThe American
Jerry
Bond
year
is
W.
A
19.
Publishers Association Founlege he plans to forge ahead prove himself, to help his famigro college students under the ago his future was bleak. He
dation today announced the
to complete his education as ly, and tt tell other young
Foundation's newly-esta blishedl was working as a farm hand, soon as possible.
people between 16 and 22 how
home
living
where
at
famitwo
journalism scholarship fund.1
Yes, the future is bright for they can prepare for a brightlies are crowded into a five- Jerry
The grants totaled $14,340.
B o nd—a
determined er future in the world of work.
room house. But Jerry has the
By Bit.!.
All of the students are jour- determination that has
helped ]
nalism majors in their junior to make America
great.
or senior years of college. They
NEW YORK — We have os of Mexico City, people of
attended 18 universities in HP exercised that determinaMeti2se
heard s tortes so much in the diverse backgrounds with an
every
part of the country. The tion when he rode a bus 26 The New Detroit Committee
pad, Joe Louis being t h e interest both in boxing and
'
grants are the Indianapolis miles a day to attend high
most notable example, about the stock market were countschool.
displayed
last
He
week
that
same
strongly
urged
the
(Ind.) Star and News, noted
outstanding boxers earning mil- ing on him. They were proud
resoluteness when he heard adoption of
SUMMER CADET—Robert J.
in announcing the awards:
current gun conlions with their fistic prow- owners of 50,000 shares of
Darnell, Jr., son of Mr. and The third national confer- "These grants are the start about the Job Corps as a place
trol
legislation
ess, only to find themselves in blue chip stock.
now before Conto learn a skill.
Mrs. Robert J. Darnell of ence on Black Power will be
gress.
of what we hope will be a sigfinancial straits by the time
Frazier is the product which 2433
Vandale ave., Memphis,
He
was
enrolled
in
the
Job
they develop cauliflower ears. stock is sold in the name of is participati
held in Philadelphia, Pa. Au- nificant and growing contribuCommittee members — by
ng in a U. S. Air
tion toward bringing more Ne- Corps by the State Employ- letter and telephone —
Foolish spending, unsound Cloverlay, -Inc.
Force Reserve Officers field gust 28-Sept. 1.
stressment
Security
office
in
HumAmerican journalinvestments, and on occasions
ANXIOUS MOMENTS
training encampment at Forbes Headquarters will be t h e groes into
boldt and left for a training ed to their Senators and Conmaking
attempt
Our
in
ism.
unscrupulous handlers, have The stockholder
s had some AFB, Kan. He is a graduate
center at Clearfield, Utah, gressmen the pressing need
been offered as excuses.
anxious moments. In the first, of Douglass High School and Church of the Advocate at 18th the grants, is to reach as Oct. 31, 1967. He studied auto- for stricter legislation that CHICAGO — The Electrical
many students as possible with
At this stage of his career, Ramos, looking nothing like a member of the AFROTC and Diamond sts.
mobile mechanics. He learned would:
workers have already staged a
available.
Joe Frazier, the Philadelphia the powder-puff puncher shown unit at Tennessee State Uni- Members of the National the funds
about building engines, helped 1) make it unlawful to sell strike here so that now there
ANPA
versity.
"The response to
Tiger, who successfully defend- in training, bolted Frazier with
to repair cars used at the cenrifles and shotguns as well will be nothing but on-the-conContinuations Committee arel
Foundation's invitation which ter, and carried out other ased his heavyweight title recent-!a right high on the head.
as hand guns by mail-or- vention floor television coverly in Madison Square Garden
As Frazier shook from the zier took home $125,000. Ra- Dr. Nathan Wright, chairman; went to deans of all accredited signments. He sent $25 a
age of the Democratic Convender;
against Manuel Ramos, will thunderous blow, it was near-1
Omar Ahmed, Ron Karenga schools and departments of month home to his family. 2) make it unlawful
tion. As a result, there is a
mos'
20
to
per
cent
came
sell
to
journalism indicates that a His father is a small farmer
not end up with little to showl ly a "Black Monday" for!
and Chuck Stone, vice chairrifles and shotguns as well good likelihood that disorders
for his ring warfare.
growing number of Negro who finds it difficult to make
Thisi Cloverlay, Inc. Frazier said $30,000, his biggest paycheck
as hand guns to persons and police repression of citihasn't been the case for after the fight that he could to date and probably his men; Isaiah Robinson, treasur- students need help. The fact ends meet and the $25 helped.
zens here may make the Miwho are too young to bear
many less fortunate battlers not recall having been hit biggest headache.
that the Foundation received
ami riot, which occurred in the
er.
Jerry made a good impresthe
terrible responsibility
harder in his career which Frazier has
within the squared ropes.
Negro sector of that city while
an arrange- In order to attend the con- applications from 26 univer- sion on the staff at the Job
that is placed in the
now shows 21 victories, 19 by
sities demonstrates that jourthe GOP Convention was beFRAZIER A CORPORATION
hands of a gun owner
ment whereby he gets a set ference, black news media nalism schools are making vi- Corps Center. He became a
knockouts.
ing held in another part of the
It seems that boxing wants
counselor,
and
took
an active part
The assets of Cloverlay were allowance from his earnings. must send the names of their gorous and successful — effort
same town, look like a minor
to clean up its dirty image by
in athletics, was president of 3) make it
in
jeopardy
unlawful to sell backyard fracas.
when
its
attract
corpoto
help
and
Negro
stuallowing legitimate business to
The rest goes back into the representatives, who then must
his
]dormitory
and
instilled
in
rifles and shotguns as
rate mainstay buckled from corporation
dents.
With electrical communicaget in on the action by owning
.
the boys there a sense of team
attend a training session before
well as hand guns in one
tions wires being slashed all
a part of the fighter. Investi- the surprising belt. But Frazier With
"We
fully
expect
spirit.
that
the
He
served
on
a
review
Frazier
the
recogconference
the
starts.
state to the residents of over the
city and no live telegations which revealed that didn't go down, and neither nized champion
Foundation grant-in-aid pro- board and showed maturity
in New York,
another state.
vision coverage coming up, it
the boxing game was being did the stock of dentists, sales- and Jimmy Ellis
gram
for
Negro journalists and understanding in considerheir
apthe
men,
secretaries and others
dominated by the Mafia almost]
will grow and that in turn will ing infractions of other corps- These proposals are being is already said that protests of
parent to Cassius "Muhamwiped out the sport profes- hit a downward spiral.
stimulate
an expansion of in- men to determine if the boys debated presently in Congress blacks, anti-war protestors, and
As they would say on Wall mad Ali" Clay's crown emergand are in addition to the re- youths which are scheduled for
sionally.
dividual newspaper efforts to should be sent home.
Street, Frazier "recovered" ing as the World Boxing Ashelp promising young Negroes. Because of his demonstrated cently passed measures that the city are going to be more
As one former fighter out of to hand Ramos a terrific beat- sociation's kingpin, a matchl
More and more newspapers ability and outstanding behav- have been signed by President blacked-out when the conventrainer
Joe
Wiley's stable,ing, scoring a a geond round between the pair seems a
tion meets here in ten days on
now have their own scholar- ior he was sent to General Johnson,
told me recently of boxingl knockout in which the defeated natural.
GRADO, ITALY (UPI)
The New Detroit Committee Aug. 25 than the daily demonMotors
ship
and
Training
intern
School
training
making its way back. I learned gladiator made it known
in
proSalt
strations of the "Poor Peoples
world
champion Nino Benvenuti, the world mid- grams
to the However,
for both Negro and Lake City. He became a capa- believes that the gun control
of a plan to rejuvenate the referee that he didn't
Campaign" at the headquarters
wish to Sonny Liston has been impres- dleweight champion, denied
provisions of the Omnibus
journalism
small club promotions.
students," ble automotive worker.
continue what had become a sive in recent victories on the Sunday that he is interested white
of the various candidates in
Then it happened. A coach Crime Bill — signed yesterPulliam noted.
The club fighter got the op- one-sided brawl.
Miami were.
campaign trail to regain the in fighting light heavyweight
day
who
— do not provide sufficient
watched him play footportunity to develop his raw
GETS ALLOWANCE
The Foundation fund was
crown he lost to Clay. Fight champion Bob Foster.
ball helped to make it possi- restrictions on the sale of deadtalent before being given that For the two-round effort veterans
lean heavily toward "I am not thinking of chang- established in April by a
big crack at stardom.
which was preceded by six the belief that Clay is still the ing category," he said. "All $100,000 contribution form the ble for Jerry to receive a ly weapons. The Committee
I
four-year scholarship at Weber sincerely hopes that this Bill
• When
Frazier
climbed weeks of work at Grossing-1 only fighter who can handle
am interested in is defending Robert R. McCormick Chari- State College, Odgen,
through the ropes against Ra- er's in upstate New York, Fra- the "Big
Utah. will be strengthened.
table
Trust
in
Chicago.
Seven
Bear."
my title."
Jerry is back home at Route Stanley
J. Winkelman, chairother newspapers have pledged
5, Ripley, to visit his parents, man of the
4
additional c o n tributions of
New Detroit Com- GRAMBLING, La. — Mrs.
his brothers and sisters and mittee's
$135.000. The unallotted portion
Community Service Virginia Harris, dean of womother relatives before going to Subcommit
of the scholarship fund is betee, asked the citi- en at Grambling College, will
college. He has a job for the zens of
Detroit and Michigan end 44 years of service
ing invested to provide more
to the
summer with the State Em- to join with
money for future grants.
them in contacting state of Louisiana when
she
ployment Security Department their elected
representatives to retires on Sept. 1.
Many observers have noted as a recruiter aide. He is telldemand strong gun control
President R. W. E. Jones
that journalism schools want ing boys and girls
down legislation,
announced the retirement.
Negro students and jobs in around Brownsville and Ripley
journalism are available, but about work-training opportuniNegro have not been encourag- ties available in the Job Corps.
ed to enter journalism. The
He was offered employment
new scholarship fund is intend- in Utah before he came home.
ed to change that.
But he wanted to see his fami-'

Militants Plan
Third Black
Power Confab

Stronger Curbs On Guns Asked

Will Dems
Face Woes
In Chi?

Benvenuti Denies
Foster Defense

Grambling Dean
Plans To Retire

MEMPHIS'. I. 1RC,FST OOD 510RES
EAST-5014 POPLAR At Mendennuil

•
Film On 36 Olympics
To Be Shown Oct. 13
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PEANUT BUTTER

luncheon meat

SOUTHERN BELLE

SMOKED HAMS

reg 63C
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THIN
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POTATOES CHIPS
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NASHVILLE — Kelly Cliftonl class,
he wore his doctor's
Duncan of Jamestown, has
coat and pants and his high
been selected as Tennessee's
school principal's shirt and tie.
Handicapped Citizen of the The
doctor and professor were
Year because of his many outsure that Kelly would one day
standing achievements which
become Tennessee's HandicapAs its contribution to the Biennale as the "world's best were attained in spite
of a ped Citizen of the Year.
1968 Olympic Year. NET Fes- film", the 1938 "Polaire"
severe
handicap.
prize
After graduation from Alvin
tival, starting October 13 at, of Sweden, the 1938
Prize of Mr. Duncan was born with
C. York Agricultural Institute,
5:00 p.m. on Channel 10, will Honor from the Greek govern- only a little vision. His
eye
Vocational Rehabilitation helpvisit one of the most dramatic ment, the 1943 Olympic
Gold problem was diagnosed many
ed him to go to college. There
sports events in history, the Medal from
the International years later as progressive
he learned to climb sign posts
1936 Berlin Olympic Games. Olympic Committee
, and in retinal degeneration, progres- and
read the signs so he
Under the over-all title of 1956 was
sive
atrophy of the optic nerve
classed in a Hollycould learn his way from class
"Olympiad
1936," NET is wood survey
and
compounde
d
myopic
osas one of the ten
to class. To make a long story
broadcasting
Leni Riefen- best films ever
trepnatism. These
problems
made.
stahl's film classic about the
were severe that no help short, Mr. Duncan earned a
"Olympia'' is not only hay- was
1936 event, "Olympia."
available from the medi- college degree and became
television cal profession.
nationally known for his work
The film records in great de- ing its America
tail the Berlin Games where, premiere on the NET net- He found great difficulty in helping people.
in the face of Hitler's attempts work, but is also NET's first using the little sight he had Upon graduation from colto turn the event into a major program dealing with!because of a condition known lege he was assisted by the
as occular nystagmus, in which Tennessee
glorification of the Nazi race, siwts•
Division
of the
NET will broadcast "Olym- the eye muscles continually Blind and was appointed
Jesse Owens led seven Amen can Negro stars to win gold pia" in four parts over a four- jerk the eye away from the teacher of a one-room school
week period. Each part will line of vision. This was so se- in Fentress County. He is now
medals in track and field.
criticcont
Leni Riefenstahl, one of pre- contain
s
natarrts
y by film
u. vere that h is brain did not employed as a speech and
have time to interpret the usual hearing therapist by the Fenwar Germany's leading young-Andrewme
and
tress County Board of Educaer filmmakers, had persuaded. thor and sports expert Dick stimulus of objects.
Hitler to let her docume ntlScuhaapa.nIntnatdedrv
ititoe w
n, awnith
excLeni
erpt As soon as Mr. Duncan was tion. He spends his spare time
big enough to hold a hoe, he as an unpaid volunteer rehabithe Berlin spectacle. Her film, from
made with great resources and Riefenstahl, shown on Cana- began to do farm work. He litation worker.
incorporating many technical dian television, will be includ- had to feel to tell the weeds During the past year Mr.
from the corn and vegetables. Duncan has helped 90 speech
innovations, is considered one ed•
When he grew older, he used and hearing handicapped chilof the finest motion pictures of
NEW
F e stival—"Olympiad; seeing
a
eye mule as an aid dren, 30 blind people, and
1936" is a National Educational
other
"Olympia"
all"OtimmeP
h andicapped
ly
won the 1937 Television presentation. NET to getting about on the farm. many
He faced great problems people. He was given honorGrand Prize and Gold Medal, producer: Craig Gilbert.
As- when he entered public school
able mention in Who's Who
Exposition Universelle, Paris, sociate producers: Enid
Mi- as the only blind child in his in the South
and Southwest,
first prize at the 1938 Venice chelson and Peter Scarlet.
community, but he was deter- the Tennessee Teacher's Tenmined to get an education to nessee Speech and Hearing
become a blessing to humanity. Association Bulletin, and in
No special help was offered by news release from Tennessee
State or local programs. He and
K e n tucky
Optometric
GEORGE VVEIN PRESINTS
had to stand on a chair to groups. He now uses telescopic
read assignmnets from the top aids to make a little vision a
one great night
fvevaEJ iZdhmoi
lot more useful.
of the black board. He, had to Governor Ellington will pre8:00 Sunday
make his own magnifiers to sent Mr. Duncan with the
make print reading possible. coveted
Governor's
Trophy
When he graduated as vale- during National Employ the
dictoriam of his high school Handicapped Week in October.

ofeJ

fer 33C

Speech Pathologist
Overcame Handicaps

Foc
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TICKETS NOW ON SALE
Main

floor, Loges

$6
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$5

Upper Tier
East Sect. behind stage

$3
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SURROUNDED BY HIS
FANS, Art Carney signs
autographs for his fans during a matinee performance
of "Lovers," the new Brian
Friel play at he Vivian
Beaumont Theatre of Lin_

coln Center. Some 200 underprivileged teenagers were
e r s were invited to the
maintinee by Morton Gottlieb, co-producer with Helen Bonfils of "Lovers."
Many of the y oung folk

Page 15

attending had never seen a
play before or been in a
le4imate theatre. After the
performance they met with
the star who signed autographs, and were then taken
on a tour of the stage and

auditorium. The party was
raranged
through Barry
Gotteherer,
assistant
to
Mayor John Lindsay and
the Mayor's Urban Task
Force.

Food Going By Ships To Starving Biafrans
The united
Nations Chil-i UNICEF
officials
empha- The Children's Fund report- of the United Nations Children's Fund expressed mairics sized that this was only a Lirst ed that funds available to it dren's Fund, for cash contritoday to the American people' shipment by surface vessel toi for emergency assistance will butions from private citizens
for 5,000 tons of food donated the children, nursing mothers soon be used up by shipments throughout the world if future
by the United States Govern- and pregnant women facing, already planned. Officials of shipments are to become posment to provide emergency aid starvation from ,the war. Until made yesterday by Henry R. UNICEF renewed the appeal
to children and mothers fac- A arrives, UNICEF will con.
; Labouisse, Executive Director' sible.
ing starvation on both sides of tinue with the International
the fighting in Nigeria
Committee of the Red Cross to
UNICEF is now mak;ag ar- send food and medical suppliesl,
rangements to ship the donat- by air. The massive quantity
ed food. The United States of food .and medical supplies
Government is seeking to ex- needed can only arrive
by
pedite its shipment to dockside ships.
possible.
as
quickly
as
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
UNICEF will arrange distri- Among the emergency food'
bution in the stricken areas supplies requested by UNICEF
SUITS
• O'COATS • SNOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
through the International Com- are dry milk, cornsoy-milk
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
mixture (CSM), and vegetable
mittee of the Red Cross.
oil.
It
was
estimated
that
thei
The United States GovernMONEY LOANED
ment, in announcing the do- 5,000 tons would be enough for
ON
ALL
ARTICLES OF VALUE
nation of food to the Children's an enlarged supplement to the
Fund, estimated its dollar children affected for about two,
176 & 170 SEAL STREET 111 6.5300
value at $1.3
weeks.

THAN'S
LOAN I FFICE

:e 0]..1 shortage-of-cash dilemma. for example. Hoo do you acquire ali those back-to-school
ciotne and things without having to borrow or dip into your savings? ... Easy does it. With
Hank lmencard's extended pay option you can (for a nominal feel equip now and pay later. Or
c:e.:t to settle up in 25 days and by-pa the service chargos .:together.
ltns \ mericard solves the problem of finding the just-right item at the iustlight price, too. It
2i% es:
, ou a working "charge account" at some I0.0(X) places of business in the Mid-South alone.
tl-1 more being added daily.
\ )3ank.Americard even eliminates the homework. ou get only one bill. Write only one check.
cue checkbook deduction. No matter boss many things you buy. Or stores you do
,
\nie

he problem sse: I„r gcttmg 'can bad. to

s in a class by itself.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS

LET US TELL YOU THE BILL LOEB STORY

RESTAURANTS

LAUNDRIES

'4‘
,
SERVICE TOGETHERNESS...The friendly atmosphere that characterizes
all Loeb's Ber-B-Q- is carried out to the letter by the service due consistiegof Velma Traylor and Helen Cooper at Loeb's 87, located at 1055
Bellevue. Miss Cooper is the manager.

"MR. SERVICE"...Robert Moore, veteran Lo•b's Laundry Cleaner employee is supervisorof dry cleaning, assembly, and check-out department.
H. is one of the company s best-known and most popular service personalities.

"THERE IS A DIFFERENCE”
William "Bill" Loeb is a top bracket Memphis and Mid-South Businessman. His laundries, outgrowths of a parent institution that is one
of the city's oldest firms in its area... and Certainly one of the largest
in the Tr -States... are the best-known and most prosperous in the city.
His restaurants... constituting an increasingly important chain of first
class quick-meal food emporium s... are rapidly becoming a Memphis
srs
READY, WILLING AND ABLE—That Is the minseege being sent out by
pleasant-looking Marian Hunt, member of the staff of Laois's Ber-B-Q 83,
at 2280 Park.

headquarters for good eating. Not too often mentioned, but most important, the Loeb enterprises provide lucrative employment for hundreds of
block and white Memphians, who find their work satisfactory and "boss
understanding". Negroes working for Bill Loeb have the important in-

k.
.".
e/MAs:it
HIGH PRAISE...William "Bill" Loeb, president of the various Loeb enterprises, main office at 282 Madison, commends Miss Mary L. Toles, on
the fine job she has been performing in the clerical deportment of the
main headquarters of Lo•b's Laundry.

centive fp! opportunity and promotion to managerial and supervisory
positions, as rewards for efficiency and reliability. At a time of increasing

emphasis on lob opportunities for Memphians, regardless of race,

creed, or color, Bill Loeb has long since set a pace and remains in the
forefront of those meeting th i $ trend. That gives the formally-trained
Memphis business leader, Bill Loeb the, right to the observation that
SE RVICE. H1NDERSTANDING...lieb's Bar-B-0 #18, 870 Thomas Street,
is the ploc• for eating onioyment, according to the happy •vpressions of
Ricky Rhodes, (right), manager, and Ruby W•bb, who combine forces to
sais that th• right atmosphere is always sustained.

"there is a difference."

DEPENDABILITY—Thet is the word eased to describe Ow Loeb Looney
delivery s•rv i c• as handled by such ,youtir-nten as Mese Epps of 453
Jacklyn St., who is one of the firm's moit efficient end relleiri• routemen.
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Analysis—Opinion—Comme
Shields' 'Night Call' Generates
Light From The Heat Of Summer

THE FORUM

Genocide is Possible,
Says Black Educator

By ERNEST BOYNTON !thinking
you get exposed to foi. you. You've got to do someNEW YORK CITY (ANP) ,..,ather people's ideas and might thing for yourself. There's no
— Heat hangs bright'
your thinking challenged. turnstile in the ghetto that
and still
ever America's crowded cities You might have to rethink limits the number of people
where the poor loiter on front some of the things you've been who can leave."
stoops and street corners far dead sure about."
The role of television is
into the night, waiting for a Del Shields' influence is
not making the black man visible By CHARLES V. HAMILTON I The fact that this is the tus, and when they begin to
breeze, a shower, or some ex- limited to Night Call, which to an unseeing
white majority, The clear answer to this case is frequently confused,' protest and make demands
citement Sounds of canned was produced by The United Shields said in
a recent Kery- question must be "yes." by rhetoric pointing to "pro-' which challenge their condimusic are punctuated by idle Methodist Church and is
aired gma Features interview, may Then one must proceed to ex- gress" in race relations, and
or earnest talk to pass the in cooperation
tion, the various decision-matwith the Nation- prove to be the medium's plain why and under what by rhetoric of trusting people ,
ing centers are required to
waiting time.
al Council of Churches, the major contribution to the de- conditions the answer is "yes."
that "it couldn't happen here," respond.
More and more the talk American Jewish Committee, velopment of American society. I deal with the question in
it is confused by the clear, More likely than not, and
the National Catholic "No one questions television's terms of black Americans
centers on a new, nationwide and
fact that some black people inevitably, those demands
radio program, Night Call, and Office and Radio and Televi- revolutionary role in pricking
and their relationship to a have attained "high" will exceed the ability of
its personable moderator, Del sion. He is active in NATRA, the collective conscience of dominant
white society. That positions of visibility in the
system" to respond
Shields. (It is heard in Mem- the National Association of the white majority into sup- relationship has been one of public and private sectors. It "the
phis over Radio Stations WDIA.) Television and Radio Announc- porting civil rights legislation subordinance and deliberate is obscured by the fact that positively. These demands and
the unwillingness and inability
The format of the program ers, a predominantly Negro following the brutalities of deprivation. T h e
statistics many black people live in
Is simple; Del Shields in New organization which is presently Selma, Watts, and Newark show this; the "official re- quite comfortable communities of the dominant society to meet
those demands will create
York and his guest, who is preparing for a two year pro- The medium has been both ports" show this—but, above like Chatham Park and Baldstress and strain and tensomewhere else in the country, gram in bcaodcasting education praised and blamed for giving all, the every-day lives of win Hills (in Los Angeles) and sion. Notwithstanding the
fact
are hooked into the program and which will start in Detroit fuel to black militancy by its masses of black people clear- Collier Heights (in Atlanta)
demands
legitithe
are
that
with
60
students
funded
of
artifacts
by
hard
sell
of
the
ly show this. This condition and attend universities and
by telephone but the show also
deliberately im- ride first-class and carry at- mate, we can no longer assume
has an open line to which $250,000 from NATRA and sev- affluence. However, in two has been
Ern;
foundation
grants.
failed
the
has
television
areas
posed;
it
has
not been one tache cases. Many people will the rationality of white Ameripeople anywhere in the coun1/
4
failed
has
It
thus
far.
Negro
unconsciously achieved or one point to these things as evi- ca.
try can call collect and speak As executive secretary of
dence that blacks are "mak- We simply must remember
their minds — and they do. NATRA, Shields develops pro- to capture his human dimen- that accidentally happened.
sion on its entertainment proing progress." And yet, all that the oppression is not acciSome are confused; so me grams to raise the ,iandards grams: and it has not offered Therefore, calmly and quietof
ethnic
these
things confuse what is dental. It is deliberate.
appeal
stations,
of
ly
and
unemotionally,
we
are highly articulate; some
opportunities
sufficient
him
deliberaetly
which
there
happening to We cannot assume—as John
are
225
with
a
must conclude that the opdespairing,
others
hopeful;
for employment.
pression of blacks is not a re- masses millions — of bl a ck Locke, the English political
some are fierce; some gentle;','early ad\ ertising revenue of
philosopher, did— that white,
many are angry. Del Shields $40 million. Of this, he notes, Since beginning on the air on sult of unintended consequen- people.
lets them all talk to him and only about $1. million remains June 3, Night Call's station ces or a result of some preva- When the masses, in in- Western man is rational.
to such guests as Jackie Rob- in the black community." • list had doubled, and there is lent defect in the character creasing numbers, begin to On matters of race, he
object to their depressed sta- might well be irrational.
inson, H. Rap Brown, New Del Shields agrees that many now a waiting line on the of black people.
York Mayor John Lindsay, ghetto blacks feel robbed of guest list. There is also a
callers. On •*,
Cleveland Mayor Carl Stokes, their manhood by a system waiting line for
wa s
Carmichael
night
the
that
makes
it much more difStokely Carmichael, Bill Cos64,000
by, Eldredge Cleaver, and ficult for black mut to support on, it was estimated
Ralph Abernathy. Several pres- their tamilies than for black people phoned Night Call.
Idential candidates are sche- women U, do so. But he also Some callers to Night Call
doled for futrue programs. feels that there is more to be have urged Del Shields and
Shields calls Night Call a gained by trying t1.2.t, by just his guest experts to take it
easy.
safety valve for black and waiting.
white Americans, where they Confronted recently by ai Taking it easy is the one
can "voice their feelings open- black caller who maintained'thing that Del Shields does
ly and frankly on the air that the white man will never not intend to do, does not
rather than violently in the do anything for blacks, Shields want the people of the cities
streets." "Sometimes," he responded, "It's wrong to ex- to do.
adds, "talking clarifies your pect anyone to do something!

Therefore, when he is con- and white responses are operatfronted with legitimate de- ing in an environment quite
mands which challenge his unpredictable as to conseconception of his self-interest quences. The demands should
he might well react in a fur- and must, continue.
ther oppressive manner- If genocide is the result, then
even to the point of genocide. white America must know
This might well be thinking that it will have created a
about the unthinkable. This society wherein the same pubmight well be the ultimate lic policy could be directed
culmination of a reactionary against them. 'Mass, white Ir"backlash." But, however we
rationality being what it is,
characterize it, candor requires that we answer the it might well be expecting too
opening question with a "yes." much to hope that America
The American Indians know can be as wise as she is
this. Japanese-Americans are wealthy.
aware of this.
For us black Americans, we
What all this means, I sus- must continue as if wisdom
pect, is that black Americans will prevail over irrationality.
must not be native about the Anything less will have us out
progress." for immobilization and perpe"inevitability
of
It means that black demands tuation of our oppression.
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illette introducesThe Spoiler
for injector shavers.

Suppose
Memphis'

BLACK
FRONT

A whole new standard of shaving was launched when we introduced the
double edge Gillette Super Stainless Steel blade.(The one that first came to
be known as The Spoiler.)
But because we didn't make an injector blade, those of you who loyally
stuck with your injector razors also got stuck with your old standard of
shaving. Now we do make an injectos blade. So now it's yOur turn
to be spoiled.
Our new Spoiler gives you the same advantages as our other one.
(Same long-lasting stainless steel. Same plastic coating that miraculously reduces pull.)
What's more, by using the coupon below you'll end up with
one extra advantage.
You'll save money.

Hoover
Had Won
By HARRY GOLDEN

Supposing the conservatives
won. Suppose that in 1932 Herbert Hoover had been overwhelmingly
r e - elected
for
another four year term. Sup• posing not John Lindsay, but
William Buckley had become
By ALEXANDER LONGHAM, SR.
Mayor of New York and was
The Southern Christian Leadership Conference now
a serious presidential
has chosen a timely theme for this year's convention: possibility.
"New Life For Poor People." The continuous effort of What would be different?
SCLC in behalf of our nation's poor is one of the most The comic implications of
this state of affairs are farcrucial movements now in progress. Bring together reaching.
An imaginative puband aiding the nation's poor is a significant point in lisher would certaidly hasten
our country's future. It has been said, "those who for- with an advance to have me
investigate these, but the hebget history are doomed to repeat it." Many nations in domadal journalist
spurns such
history have gone through the same transitions that ventures: writing a book takes
the United States is now experiencing and there was too long. Also people buy books
which for
reason or
always a minority group with a large segment of poor another they one
never read. Peoin its numbers, tokenism,"Toms" and apathy.
ple do look over the newspaSCLC has the answer to the country's problem. per.
Whether they are idealistic or realistic dosen't mat- Say Hoover and a succession
of Presidents after him had octer, the fact is the problems can be brought into being. cupied the White House, each
if people would face the naked facts. The topics of of them believing as Hoover
discussion will be held on "poor people in relationship did that the business of the
government was governing not
to economic development, education, politics and mili- making work or implementing
radical e c onomic theories.
tarism.
As long as we have an unconcerned congress, and Would our cities be at rest?
Would no placard have ever
apathetic electorate, the problem will grow. Our only passed through the city canyons?
hope is concerned groups like SCLC.
Would the disaffected who
populate our slums, the hungry
who live in the Southern deltas
still be the quiet, invisible
men? Would our foreign aid
budget still match the budget
Showing no pity for the poor, and no social con- the Congress passed in 1898?
sciousness, the Senate cut dealt a crippling blow Would our school system still
to the poverty war's fundamental project — Head provide equal but separate
facilities for white and colorStart..The White House, evidently, was caught un- ed? Would we have avoided
Vietnam
involvement?
aware. The administration simply did not believe that the
Let
us
remember
the last
the Senate would thrust its knife that far into the time a true-blue
conservative
core of 80 essential a phase of the fight on behalf of won office it was Dwight D.
Eisenhower who remarked of
the underprivileged and the underclass.
Stevenson's proposal for
If the Senate action is not stemmed or reversed. aAdlai
test ban treaty with the RusHead Start would be turned over to the states. Its sians that it was absurd, almost innovative ingredients would almost surely be most unpatriotic.
President Eisenhower also
wiped out. Its neediest beneficiaries — the children remarked of the social legislaof the poorest Southern Negroes, Indians and mi- tion that was pending that any
man who wanted real security
grants, would be all but shut out.
to try prison. Remember
ought
There are those who believe that if there had this was the same President
been any coordinated administration strategy during who enlarged the Social Securithe Senate debate, an acceptable compromise might ty system in his second term.
The cities would have explodhave been worked out. But the issues were obscured ed sooner, I suspect, but the
by the Senate's own subcommittee which has pur- country would not have had a
posely muddied the waters with its sensational and Tennessee Valley Administration. We would have had to
ludicrous charges against a Chicago youth gang re- begin sharing our educational
habilitation project.
advantages with Negroes, but
With Negro-hater, anti-poverty Arkansas Sen. we would not have had a oneman one-vote doctrine.
McClellan In charge of the subcommittee's investiga- It is always amusing to spection, the stage was set for slaughtering the most ulate what kind of mark on our
promising and most popular child of the poverty war. cultural history the Scopes
Monkey Trial would have made
The Southern Senators were all for the move to if shortly after its conclusion
turn Head Start to the states. By this process, the theologists came up with the
program would become a political football at the whims proof that William Jennings
Bryan was right, that the
of local politicians unscrupulous enough to inject their Bible is a literal transcription
of provable fact.
racial bias into an educational equation.
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Head Start In Danger
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to your store

off on a 7-pack of Gillette Super Stainless Steel Injector Blades.
To the dealer: You are authorized to redeem this coupon. We
will reimburse you for its face value plus n for handling, providing coupon is redeemed in accordance with our customer

STORE
COUPON

•

offer. Any other use constitutes fraud. Invoice proving purchase of sufficient stock to cover coupons submitted must be
shown upon request. Cash value 1/15th of 10. Any sales tax
Involved is to be paid by consumer. This coupon is nontransferable and good only for the product specified. Offer good
only in U.S.A. and Puerto Rico except where prohibited by
law. For prompt payment, send this coupon to: Gillette Safety
Razor Company, Box 1034, Westbury, New York. Zip 11590.
Offer expires Dec. 31, 1968.
0 THF Gil U ITE COMPANY, ROSTON, MASS.
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RCA staff producers and independent producers for
master acquisitions as well as
aiding them in the production
aspect. Willis' marketing responsibilities will be in the
promotion and merchandising
fields and will be carried
through to the local radio and
retail levels
In announcing Willis' appointment, Mr. Jenkins said:
"Willis' incredibly varied background in the music industry,
makes him the natural choice
to head up this activity. We

12:A•M.to 6 A • M.

A First. From Palomar Pictures
A new name in motion picture production will be
introduced to audiences with the opening of "For Love
of Ivy" starring Sidney Poiter at the Warner Theatre.
The romantic comedy is the first motion picture
from Palomar Pictures International, headed by its
president Edgar J. Scherick who is also the co-producer
of the film.
A subsidiary of the American Broadcasting Companies, Palomar is headquartered in New York. Its
intention from the outset has been to produce and
finance important films for motion picture theatres.
Although "For Love of Ivy" was shot entirely
on location in New York, Palomar is now engaged in a
full schedule of major productions thrdughout the
world.
Not only is "For Love of Ivy" the company's first
film, but it is also introducing the motion picture
industry's inewest major distribution company, Cine1‘ Corporation.
rama Releas'ng
Most o , Palomar's productions will be distributed by Cinerama Releasing Corporation. Actually.
today there are two Cinerama companies under one
banner. One, Cinerama Inc., involves all the aspects
of the famed Cinerama process from production to
the theatre equipment, and the other, Cinerama Releasing Corporation, is distributing films for Cinerama
screens and all standards size screens.
Edgar J. Scherick, president of Palomar, had spent
his entire career in broadcasting prior to becoming
lead of the new company in January 1967. His last
position had been Vice President in charge of programming for ABC-TV.
"Working with movies," says Scherick, "is the
most gratifying experience of my life. I resigned from
ABC in order to produce features because films have
found a way to touch entertainment-seeking people
in this country and all over the world."
With "For Love of Ivy," Scherick and Palomar
will have their first opportunity to present such entertainment.

Lewis To Tour Japan
east, Ramsey Lewis will begin
his fall tour of American colleges and universities in Illinois, Kansas, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Louisiana.

After Recording Sets
Ramsey Lewis, ever popular
piano stylist appeared in public
concert at Old Orchard shopping center in Skokie, Illinois,
Monday, August 12, at 8:30

RAMSEY LEWIS

p.m.
ill
Also scheduled f,
Ramsey returned to the Chi- is an appearance
cago area following a series of soloist with the T
the
concerts in the midwest and a phony Orchestra ,
brilliant
two week engagement in the baton of the
conductor, Seiji
Blue Room of the fabulous young
Tropicana Hotel in Las Vegas, Ozawa.
Nev., where he set new attendRamsey Lewis is currenVy
ance records.
represented on the best selling
While here, Ramsey will do record charts by two albums
a series of recording dates for entitled "Up Pops Ramsey
his new album, scheduled for Lewis" and "Maiden Voyage"
on the Cadet label.
release this fall.
Following a few days rest in
his south shore home, he will
travel west to San Francisco,
Calf, for a one week engagement at the famed Basin Street
West night club and a one
week engagement at D.J.'s,
the number one night spot in
Seattle, Wash.

Upon his return from the far

Upon
completion
of his
Seattle engagement, Ramsey
will be joined by his beautiful
wife Geri, who will accompany
him to the far east for a three
week tour of Japan. The tour,
Ramsey's first, will include
concert and night club appearances in the cities of Tokyo,
Kobe, Hiroshima, Kiyoto,
Nagoya and Kawasaki.

feel his ability as an all round
record man, will help RCA
to determine and meet the
market needs more rapidly."
For the past year and a half,
Willis has been with Compass
Records as Director of Sales
and Promotion. He was previously
National
Promotion
Director for the Warner
Brothers' Loma record label.
Willis, who was born and
raised in New York's Harlem,
has been involved in practically every area of the record
business, from stock boy

Buzz Willis Appointed
Manager At RCA
RCA Records has appointed
Buz: Willis to the newly created position of Manager, New
Product Development.
Announcement was made by
Harry Jenkins, Division vice
President Record Operations,
who said the appointment was
effective immediately.
In a unique m o v e, Willis'
post will involve him in two
major areas, artists and
repertoire and
m arketing.
Besides signing artists and
himself.
producing
product
Willis will work closely with

WDI
-GreetingsSouthern Christian

WDIA-Soul Power Radio-WDIA

Listen 1070

while in Memphis
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Al Pottage
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Dionne Warwick To Appear Here Aug. 18
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MAMMOTH MUSICAL —
The Pleasant Green Baptist Church choir sponsored a Mammoth Musical
program on Sunday night,
August 4, and officers are
seen here looking over the
printed program. From left
are Mrs. Clara Matthews,
president;
CrawAaron
ford, guest from Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church choir;
Bruce Wright, president of
Choir No. I; Mrs. Earline
Caldwell, secretary of the
choir, and Mrs. L. Walker.
The program was ended
with remarks by the pastor, Rev. E. L. McKinney.

SARTORIAL SIDNEY —
Sidney Poitier, playing a
debonair man-about-t o w n
in the romantic comedy
"For Love of Ivy," wears
the most expensive wardrobe of his career, everything from a casual
sweater in his bachelor pad
to a nattily-cut dinner
jacket for a late date in
Manhattan. The Palomar
Pictures International production
from
Cineram a
Releasing Corporation opens
soon at the Warren Theatre.
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What on earth is Dionne a brief respite from her many
Warwick doing on a jazz fes- activities to charter a scholartival program?
ship foundation in her name,
After all, isn't she basically so she could do for some dea pop recording star: "Mes- serving high school students
sage to Michael," "Valley of across the U.S. what the Junthe Dolls," and her current ior League in East Orange,
best-seller, "Do You Know the N.J., had done for her: make
Way to San Jose?"
it possible to attend college.
Fans can discover for them- "We won't select the top
selves Miss Warwick's credent- students in their classes, beials when the Schhtz Salute to ,cause they already have plenty
Jazz '68 comes to Mid South ;of scholarship opportunities,"
Coliseum on Aug 18.
Miss Warwick says, "Instead,
Meanwhile George Wein, pro we'll concentrate on students
ducer of the Festival, may who have shown promise, but
have some answers.
for some reason — financial,
"Dionne is a perfect example environmental, motivational —
of what I mean by the 'pop- have not been able to mainjazz explosion," Wein says tam n high grades.
"She sings pop material, but
College might give them
she draws heavily on gospel, another chance."
blues, and jazz." "And frankly,
Jazz flutists of the future
she's on our tour for another will owe a good deal to Herbie
very important reason. A lot , Mann. Although jazzmen exof fans who might not other- perimented
with
the flute
wise attend a jazz concert may sound before Mann gave it
come to hear Dionne Warwick Prominence, no other musician
and discover they like the rest did as much to popularize that
of the music as well."
instrument in jazz.
Miss Warwick herself is one
Mann, who was born in
of jazz's biggest boosters. "Be- Brooklyn, New York in 1930
ing asked by George Wein to started playing the clarinet at
appear at the Newport Jazz 9, the saxaphone at 15, and
STAN GETZ
Festival and on a 20-city tour the flute a year later. His
was one of the nicest things first professional job after 4
that's ever happened to me," years in the army was with Besides Monk and Charlie Gary has appeared as a fea- disbanded in 1955, and Ram she says.
Mat Mathews, who he joined Rouse, his group feature Lar- tured soloist or leader onl department manager in the
"I've always been close to in January of 1953. He stayed ry Gales, bass; and Ben Riley, more than 25 albums, with Loop, and played professionaljazz. It's true I've sung more with this group until he joined drums.
such greats as George Shear- ly with the Clefs, a seven
rhythm and blues, but that Pete Rugolo's Band in 1954.
GARY BURTON
ing, Stan Getz, Joe Morello, piece dance band. The Clefs
and jazz are from the same After leaving Rugolo, he form- Gary Burton, brilliant youg Clark Terry, Quincy Jones, sey and
a group began to
source. Besides, who needs ed his first small group and jazz vivist, was born and rais- and
Brookmeyer, to play dates whenever time and
Bob
labels anyway? It's all just started working the leading ed in Indiana. He began play- name a few.
the service permitted.
music to me."
jazz clubs across the United ing
marimba and vibrabarp Though relatively new in the
Miss Warwick, whose voice States, and recorded for a at age 6, and decided to devote business, and still young at 24, Things began to break for
has been described by com- variety of labels, including his life to jazz at age 15.
Gary has consistently ranked the Ramsey Lewis Trio when
poser Burt Bacharach as "hav- Bethlehem, Epic, Riverside, His professional career was high' in the various jazz polls. a Chicago policeman heard
ing both delicacy and mys- Savoy, Prestige, Verve, United begun in Nashville, Tennessee, Gary Burton now leads his them and introduced the group
tery," got her start, like many Artist, Atlantic, and Columbia. where he was contracted to own group, which features to Argo Records. Chicago disc
successful musicians, singing Mann has been in the fore- RCA VICTOR Records by Larry Coryell, guitar; Steve jockey, Daddy-0 Daylie beard
in the choir -- at the New front of the movement to in- Chet Atkins. Shortly thereafter, Swallow, bass; Roy Haynes, their first record, played it to
Hope Baptist Church in New- clude more ethnic music in at the age of seventeen, he drums; and of course Gary his audience, and the group
ark, N.J. Her mother and her jazz. In 1960 he toured Africa made his recording debut.
began to move.
Burton on vibes.
aunt were with the Drinkard with his grop for the State Two years of formal study
RAMSEY LEWIS
Singers, afamous
gospel Department, and was among at the Berklee School of Music Born in Chicago, Ramsey The rest is history. Ramsey
group, and D nne and her the first to introduce the Bosse and the Boston Conservatory Lewis began studying piano at Lewis is credited with creating the happy combination of
sister Dee Dod later formed Nova to this country.
followed.
the age of six. By the time
their own group, the Gospel- Herbie Mann has been voted In 1963 Gary began a year he graduated from grammar jazz, rock 'n roll, and bits of
aires.
No. 1 flutist in the Downbeat of work as a sideman with school in 1948, Ramsey had classical embellishments, which
While studying music edu_ readers poll for the past 8 the George Shearing Quintet. won the American Legion skyrocketed sales of his Cadet
cation at the Hartt School of Years. His "Herbie Mann at Following the temporary dis- Award for outstanding scholar- Albums "The In Crowd," and
Music, Hartford Conn., Miss the Village Gate" and "My banding of Shearing's group, ship, a special award for his "Hang On Sloopy," into the
millions
Warwick was moonlighting as Kinds Groove," are all on the he joined the Stan Getz Quar- musical ability.
3
a background singer in record- best selling charts.
tet. His importance with Getz While in high school, Ramsey In great demand all over
ing studios when heard in 1962 Mann's group features Roy grew during his three years won a scholarship to Chicago
the world by clubs. televisio'n,
by Bacharach, who asked her Ayers, vibes; Bruno Carr, with the group.
Musical College and Roosevelt and concert halls, the Ramsey
to be his demonstration singer. drums; W a r ren
Sharrock, As his public performances University. After graduation, Lewis Trio features bassist
Her first demo tape led to a guitar; and Earl May, bass, increased, so did his record- he attended Chicago MusicalICIeveland Eaton.
and drummer
recording contract iwth SceptTHELONIOUS MONK
ings. As of the latest count, College, worked as a recordi Maurice White.
er Records, with whom she Thelonious Monk ranks with
has remained ever since.
the greatest of figures in the
Bacharach and his lyricist history of jazz. Perhaps no
partner Hal David wrote Dion- other musician is more responne's first hit, "Don't Make sible for the jazz of the '40's,
Me Over," and have since '50's, and '60's than the great
written many more: "Anyone Monk. He is to the jazz scene
Who Had a Heart," "Walk on of the last 25 years what Duke
By," "Reach out for Me," Ellington has been to the en"I Say a Little Prayer," "Al- tirety of jazz.
eis and the current "Do You Born in Rocky Mountain,
w the Way to San Jose?" North Carolina, Monk moved
her career has skyrocket- to New York at an early age,
ed in recent years, Miss War- and in the '40's he began to
wick has added to her steady gain prominence at Minton's,
stream of hit records a suc- Monroe's, Uptown House, and
cession of dates at the top other Harlem Clubs, as an
supper clubs across the nation, innovator of the new jazz that
sold-out tours of college cam- was to be called bebop.
puses and an occasional guest theMonkmidledlohis,s,ownbutgrothupd notfrom
appearance on TV.
This summer is an especially work regularly until he began
big one for her, because she'll to receive critical acclaim in
not only make the Jazz Festi- the mid and late '50's.
val tour, but will be appearing In the '60's, he has led a
in her first movie, "The Slav- quartet featuring Charlie Rouse
es," opposite Ossie Davis and on tenor sax, in clubs, concerts
Stephen Boyd, While filming and major festivals all over
on location near Tallahassee, the world. Monk also appeared
Fla., she'll commute to Festi- with a large ensemble that inval dates on weekends.
terpretated his compositions
Her role is a demanding at Town Hall '59; Philharone — slave-mistress of a monic Hall '63; and Carnegie
wealthy plantation owner — Hall '64.
but it will not be totally with- Time Magazine featured Theout songs. This has been as- lonious Monk in a cover story
sured by the signing of Bach- last year, making him the
arach and David to write the second jazz musician to be so
musical score for the film.
honored.
be
on
(Other Dave BruMiss Warwick recently took
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